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DATIL

QUEMADO

Mrs. Norene Ketcham is acting as
clerk in the Datil Post Office for Mrs.
Reynolds, and will be able to assume
the ful responsibility in January, when
Mrs. Reynolds has a leave of absence
for a month. Mrs. Ketcham has had
some practical experience in business,
and will undoubtedly give the public
very careful service during her period
as clerk.

Claud
R. Graham reports
very
good luck in trapping, says he caught
one coyote the second night he had his
traps out and has only 12 traps out.
Alfred E. Harris also reports good
luck with his traps caught two cats
in two nights.

STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION

0

BANK OF MAGDALENA

OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921
Loans and Discounts

$466,142.07

U. S. Bonds

73,550.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

1,950.00

Real Estate Fur. and Fix.

Tops Hendricks resigned as mechanic at the Lodge Garage and returned
to Quemado Friday last. All the Datil
friends are very sorry to see him go,
but hope he will find just the thing
for his talents in Quemado.
He will be
missed from the circle at Datil.

5, 813. 89

Cash and due from tanks

49,209.85
$596,665.31

Capital Stock

$

Surplus and Profit

The Christmas tree planned for tne
children of Datil will be Sunday afternoon at S: OOP. M. instead of on Monday night, so the children, many of
whom are very small, can enjoy the
tree tvpd gifts and not take up the evening hours when they will be tired and
sleepy All of Datil, big ana little, are
Invited to attend the tree celebration
and meet Santa Claus. Don't fall to
come and enjoy the gifts for all.

60,000.00
22,419.45

Circulation

49,400.00

Deposits

301,101.53

Federal Reserve Bank

173,744.83
$596,665.31

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA
The

Largest Financial Institution

In Socorro Ootuuy
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j
I
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J. S. Brown recently returned from
Thatcher Ariz, with his mother Mrs.
Laura Ann Brown, who expects to
spend the winter here. Mrs. Brown
is 86 years old and altho the weather
was very cold, she made the trip by
team and wagon and stood It fine.
Miss Nittie Adair who has been
at the Alpine Mercantile, establishment, (or the past few months,
has returned home for a few weekB

visit.
Most of the young people here are
planning to spend the Holiday at
Eagar Ariz.
The school
Dec.

Ji Prsram

an excellent
Don't miss it.

will give
23rd-

-

program will be rendered by the
Sunday school children on Christmas
morning at 10:30 A. M. This will be
given instead of the regular Sunday
school exercises.
A

The J. S. Brown family have moved
into the Thompson's old house just
back of the store. Miss Myrtle Reynolds and Mrs. T. A. Windsor will
occupy the J. S. Brown's residence
this winter.
A. V. and Harry Reynolds have just
returned from Alma N. M. where they
have been delivering potatoes.

Warren M. Tenney Jr. of Alpine was
town this week.

a visiter in

L. C. Lansey is still on the sick list
he has been confined to his bed tor
the past three weeks.

the past
The seven cold weather
week has made every one hunt up their
warmest cloths.
Johnnie Earl and Pacer Wilbanks of
Colter Ariz, were visitors in town this
week.
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'

i
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CLOWN

primed and ready to thrill and delight
thousands by his antics as he did at
El Paso's first redeo last year. "ReU
was one of the big headllners on the
program of the first show and he is
going to occupy the same place when
the gates are opened on December 29,
30, 31, and January 1st.
The cowboy clown, who stands without an equal in his particular line, has
Just completed a circuit of all the
large and Important eastern fairs.
Maagers of these saw his performance
at the Chicago cowboy contest last
July and immediately signed him up.
He was featured in all places where he
appeared.
"Red" does his fancy and trick riding
on his pet zebra.
The person who can
watch him and not laugh has not been
discovered yet.
When he wants to be serious, "Red"
is one of the best bareback bronc
riders In the world. He can also perform some tricks while voyaging on
the back of the steer.

week.

Harry Bryan was through on business the middle of the week.
Da Caldwell and Tipton have filed
this week, both filings were near the
Ketcham place S. E. of Datil.
Rose Miller and family moved to
their place, which was the Napton
place before, on Sunday. They have
no water yet but will drill soon.
.

.

-

Lon Auston had his foot badly
crushed in the baler at the Stewart
Vega, where Mr Burt is Baling hay,
but is able to be up again and gets
around at home, so ho will be out be
fore long.
The little Burt girl that was shot
is doing nicely. The wound was for
tunately only on the fingers of the
left hand and no bones were broken.

age than 40.
Here is greetings, Christmas
the so called OLD timers.
man
How docs it sound to
Engle passed through Datil on his way
to Magdalena? Or "The OLD man"
(Mr. Morley) was out this week? Or)
OLD man Craig and the old lady were
in Datil on the mall last week? Lets
'GANG UP" on this new people that
Insist upon calling us OLD!
Mr. and Mrs. Antila were over SatS. F. W.
urday visitors In town, they brought
.Miss Cleaveland home Sunday.
FRANK FERONI FOUND DEAD
Sam Beard passed Sunday with a
load for Spur Lake.
Frank Feronl was found dead in his
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Stiles,, and son
cabin at South Camp Tuesday. Full
Zearl, stopped for lunch at the Lodge
particulars are not available but eviSunday going to Magdalena.
dence ponts to murder. He has probCorAndy Hendricks and M. A. Klser
ably been dead since Sunday.
oners inquest is being held as we go to were in, Sunday.
Anderson went to
Monday, Frank
press.

There are lots of bad colds especially
among the children but nothing se
rious.
Engineer W. C. Wack and others
Just finished surveying the Reserve
road up to where it joins the Alpine
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale are selling
out their house hold furniture and
Intend "leaving about Jan. 1st. they are
going to some part of Colo. Mr. Rags-dal- e
HUMAN BODIES NEED 8 ALT
and wife are well thot of by all
the people here and we certainly hate
to see them leave.
Without Sodium Chloride Digestive
is employed deGeorge Reynolds
Organs Go on Strike.
livering D. S. Marks, grain down on From the Continental Edition of the
London Mail.
the Blue for him.

Loans and Discounts

J.

greet-lngs--

$446,170.31

Stocks and Bonds

1,868.95

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

17,403.29

Cash and Due from Banks

69,199.61

Interest Paid

1,656.89
9634,097.05
LIABILITIES
S

Capital
Surplus and Profits

location.

Graham and wife took two
of our school teachers and la't for Magdalena last Friday, came back the
next day loaded down with Christmas
A.

Transcontinental freight rate re
duction and changes in groupings
having the effect of giving lower rates
are announced by the Southern Pacific
the effective date of the
Company,
changes depending on the concurrence
of the eastern lines.
Numerous changes are being made
In the list of articles embraced on the
"Packing House Products" grouping,
both eastbound and westbound. These
changes will result in lower charges on
packing house products and fresh
meats, and are made for the purpose
of realigning the commodity
group
ings on these articles.
The present eastbound rates on can
ned fruits and vegetables will be ex
nilod to include canned grains (canned hominy, corn, etc.) This repres
ents a reduction from $3.16V4 to New
York and $2.92 to Chicago to $1.42 to
all eastern points.
A reduction will also be made In the
minimum carload weight on shipments
n
vehicles In carloads
of
lots, as well as on motor vehicles
freight bodies, from 30,000 pounds to
horse-draw-

30,000.00
60,000.00

Deposits

877,517.98

Rediscounts

and Bills Payable

68,580.02

S2fl,0f7.5

goods.
A. Baca, N. G. Baca and S. Lopez
all left for Santu Fe last week not
knowing when they would return.

Sunday Mr. Jesie Simpson took Mrs. 20,000 pounds.
Kenney to the Drag A ranch for an
outing. Mr. Simpson is staying at the
MICKIE SAYS
Lodge now and has charge of the out:
side work of the Lodge.
DEATH OF PARKER DEAN
Dorrls Simpson is camped over on
the Creek. He will be over for the
Dean
died
here last Tuesday,
Parker
Christmas tree and dance.
coming here from Abbeville, La. about
U3W& O.K. V4VTVXOVJT
Listen you OLD TIMERS of UNfourteen months ago. He was in poor
health when he came here but seemed CERTAIN age! Not long ago a car
to steadily improving and his death came to the Post Office and a man (SOWvMUtRC( BUT MOV4 'BOOf
NJCR. WFE.V. SHC UVCES TO
came as a surprise to the community. asked the postmaster where "OLD
lived. ''No, said the post"W PW6R. TOO
He was a member of the Woodmen of MAN"
of the World Lodge. He had been in master I do not know any "OLD
MAN"----- -,
but I do know a man by
poor health for four or five years. His
mother and sister came from Bloom-fiel- d, that name that lives not far off the
Indiana to attend the funeral. highway.
This man is about 40 years old, he
His brother who is a Lieut, in the
with the postmaster in the good
played
In
of
coal
a
in
station
Navy,
charge
California, also attended the funeral. days gone by not so LONG AGO and
He took Dorothy Dean home with him. was a shock to have some new comer
I wonder if
Mr. Dean leaves
his wife and six ask for OLD MAN
the rude newcomer reallzers how dischildren to mourn his loss.
Mrs. Dean wishes to thank her courteous it sounds, and is, to have
friends for their many kindness dur- people at the age of 40 or 45, when they
ing the illness and death of her hus- are about 30 or near that age themselves called OLD.
band.
The age is an age of disrespect at
WANTS present, but
SUPERVISOR CHARLTON
friends, an Old person 1b
100,000 GOATS.
one that has passed a much greater

Laney Brown has his old job back
working for Chas. N. Adair, Sr. Coy
said he worked seven years for one of
the girls, before and then didn't get
her, perhaps he will be more
Supervisor Charlton of the Los
,
ful this time.
Angeles Forest with headquarters at
Los Angeles wants 100,000
goats to
Leslie Laney has been confined to
on the brush covered areas of
his bed the past week with Lagrlp and graze
his forest In order to decrease the fire
doesn't seem to get any better, he has
hazard. He states that the goat men
been ailing about three weeks.
at present occupying such browse
for
left
Brown
Magdalena
Floyd
are well satisfied and that
Wednesday morning to get a load of ranges no reasson
there is
why additional goat
freight for Mr. Ervin.
men should not be successful there.
Mr. and Mrs. Morlce Rothlisburger
The ranges now contain plenty of
are visiting with relatives here this
water.

RESOURCES

Oscar Taylor was a visitor of Quemado last Sat.
Quemado is going to have a big
Christmas ball the 24th. Everybody
is to bring his dog and come.
M. B. Baca just got in a big supply
of Christmas goods, candy, toys and
etc. He says he can handle all the Que
mado trade.
Texas is becoming well represented
in this country, a big bunch of Texas
boys came into Quemado last week
and went north hunting fo ' a goi (I

and Miss Bessie Wyche were
COWBOY

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

The Juet Gap ranger was a business
Monday night there will be a dance visitor of Quemado last week.
at the Lodge and every one is invited
Frank Brown and Esker New left
to come that can.
last Sat. for Texas to spend Christmas
Saturday Mr. Gustav Becker and son with their folks.
Ed. were in Datil from Springervllle
o
in route to Magdalena,
CUT IN FREIGHT RATES
Mr. Funke accompanied by Mr.

guests of Datil. Mr. Funke had been
out on a prospecting tour. We hope
DIGGINS-h- e
he found the ADAMS
"Red" Sublette, of Santa Fe, pre- wont admit finding them, but he did
mier cowboy clown of the world, Is in find something which he will tell about
El Paso with his famous "zebra," all later.
ROUND-U-

Report of the Condition at the Close of Business

The Strongest Bank with the Largest Deposits
in Socorro County

APPLICATION TO CONTEST
proving said allegations, and my payDepartment of the Interior, United ment of all the costs incurred In this
States Land Office at Las Cruces, proceeding, I be permitted to make
New Mexico, February 2, 1921.
entry of said lands or a part thereof
I, the undersigned, Daniel M. Paulk under the laws above specified.
I desire that all papers affectlnf
(Mrs. Mary Lawrence, heir), residing
at Greens Gap, New Mexico, being this contest be served upon me at th
state:
sworn,
oath
That
duly
upon my
following address:
I am well acquainted with the tract of
C. B. Sedlllo,
land embraced In Homestead entry,
Magdalena, N. M.
Serial No. 017350, made on
Daniel M. Paulk.
,
by Richard A. Burton, whose present
place of residence is unknown, State
of unknown, for the NVfcSWtt, SW14
NOTICE OF CONTE8T
SWU Sec. 21; NWNWii Section 28, Department of the Interior, United
Towwnshlp 2S, Range 12W, N. M. P. States Land Office. Las Cruces, New
and know
the
Meridian,
present Mexico, Nov. 15, 1921.
condition of the same; that said land , To Richard A. Burton, of Datil, N.
is grazing in character; that In so M Amarillo, Tex., Gen. Del., Los Anfar as I know the said entry Is the geles, Calif., Liberal, Kansas, Greens
only proceeding now pending for the Gap, N. M Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Mrs.
acquisition of title to said land that
said entry man 'has wholly failed to Mary Lawrence, Heir of Daniel M.
establish residence on said land, and Paulk, deceased, of Greens Gap, New
otherwise comply with the requireMexico, who elves firepnn r.nn N
ments of law, and has abandoned said Mexico, as her
address, did
on February 4. 1921. filn In hl nffloa
entry; that said failure and abandonment has not been caused and is not her duly corroborated application to
due on account of his employment In contest and secure the rA.nrolln.tlnn nf
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or your Homestead Entry No. 017360,
other organization described in the serial No. 017350 made December 21,
Act of July 28, 1917, of Congress 1917, for
SWSWK Secof the United States, that I claim an tion 21: NWUNWU SWlnn 2 Tnwn.
Interest in or desire and Intend, if ship 2S, Range 12W, N. M. P. M., and
permitted to do so, to acquire title to as grounds for his contest he alleges
the said land under the provisions of
mat saw entryman has wholly failed
g
homestead law, and state to establish residence on unlit land
the following facts which show my and otherwise comply with the re
qualifications to do so: I am not under quirements of law, and has abandoned
the age of twenty-on- e
years, I am a said entry; that said failure and abancitizen of the United States, or have donment has not been causAd nnri t
declared my intention to become such, j not due on account of his employment
1 have not heretofore made
any entry in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or
which would disqualify me from mak- any other organization described In
ing entry under the
the Act of July 28, 1917, of the Conlaw, I have not since August 30, 1890, gress of the United States."
You are therefore, further notified
acquired title to, nor am I now claiming under any of the agricultural land that the said allegations will be taken
an
amount of land which, to- as confessed, and your said entry will
laws,
gether with the land decrlbed above, be canceled without furthur right to
or the part thereof which I desire to be heard either before this office or on
enter, will exceed In the aggregate appeal, if you fail to file in this office
320 acres, and I am not the
proprietor within twenty days after the FOURTH
of more than 160 acres of land in any publication of this
notice, as shown
or
State
Territory; and I further below, your answer, under
speciswear that this contest Is not being fically responding to these oath,
allegations
colluslvely or speculatively initiated of contest, together with due proof
but is being instituted and will be that you have served a copy of
your
diligently prosecuted In good faith for answer on the said contestant either
the sole privilege of acquiring title to in person or by registered mail.
said land or some part thereof in my
You should state In your answer
own and sole Interest.
the name of the post office to which
I, therefore, ask that I be permitted! you desire future notices to be
sent
to prove the allegations made In this to you.
affidavit at such time and place as
Nemecla Ascarate,
may be named therefor, and that after
Register.
post-offi-

NSW,

stock-raisin-

J

d

A. KIEHNE, President.

ABB ALEXANDER,

J. R. GAUNT,

Vice-Pre- i.

Cashier

to

say-OL-

Magdalena.
Jack Swingle,
Tom Ogle,, M. M.
Coleman, Geo. Anderson, Frank Hller,
Mr. Greenwood and a new settler, B.
B. Bryan,
Robert Seitz, and Buck
White were In sending mall and going
on to Magdalena.

RESERVE STATE BANK
RESERVE NATIONAL FARM
LOAN ASSOCIATION NOTICE

We request that all applicants for
in the association present their
applications to the secretary at once.
Most of the applications are now in
and we wish to complete the organization of this branch so that the loans
can be made as soon as possible.
L. A. Jessen,
Secretary.
loans

THE

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

RESERVE!

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
A. Klehne, Pres.
W. J. Jones,
C. W. Harper, Secy.

Respectfully solicits tbe business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customer consistent with safe, conservative banking methods.

THE RESERVE
niiiiiiiinnn

m

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Walker
yF. A,

riliilihiliiiiiiiiiiiiliillillllllillllllilHIinTTTTT lllllllllllllllllllilllilllllililllllllllliilTTT

that Jar,

NOTES THAT JAR

you will fall to command respect or rise to a place of eminence.

TUE

adroit person who desires to
acquire the full measure of success In whatever field of activity
lie may be situated always prepares
the w ay to progress by a careful avoid
ance of striking the notes that Jar.
Tills person appreciates that har
mony has everything to do with his
advancement, and accordingly there
Is at all times a strict observance of
the niceties of congeniality.
There must be between him and
bis employer no Jarring dissension, no
conflicting argument, no incompatible
exhibition of pique. Irritation or par
oxysms of high words.
When sorely tried, and the future
of his career seems to be uncertain,
the Individual who has within him
the basic material of which success
Is composed
controls his emotions
and harmonizes his speech and action
with what in his heart he knows to
be right.
In a moment or so the Inclination
to strike a discordant note Is gone,
and as his way becomes easier he
forms the habit of pleasing, winning
commendations and moving ahead In
masterful strength.

J

You cannot afford, young man or
woman, to turn your back upon the
saving, sunny parts of nature, Intended by our wise Creator to lift you up
from the level of a snarling beast.
If you will look about you when
your vision Is clear and your brain is
calm, you will observe that the men
and women In high places are those
who practice diligently the simple
rules of harmony.
And ttils they do on no Instrument
other than their tongue, holding It
In leash when It would strike a Jarring note and forcing It to give a soft

answer.

(Copyright)
O

Uncommon Sense

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

proximately what results you hope to
accomplish by the end of the day, you
will get far more done than you would
If you tackled the Job haphazard.
It Is a good plan to get rid of the
drudgery first. Dispose of the duties
that are disagreeable, as some duties
must inevitably be.
Then you will reach the enjoyable,
Hnd the more Important tasks with

hard

THE CHEERFUL CHERUB

but sys
men and women,
Many capable
tematic work Is necessary to
through tuelr Irascibility, tartness
progress. Not even a ditch
nnd acerbity, have struck the Jandigger does exactly the same task all
gling note ou the threshold of a bril- the time.
liant course and ruined themselves for
Work thnt is planned ahead, counts.
life.
Work on the catch ns catch can system
Is better than no work at all, but that
In times of excitement and Irritation the one safe thing to do Is to Is all that can be said for It.
hold the tongue.
If your Job calls for various kinds
You may be young, witty and beauof tasks, arrange it on the budget
tiful, endowed with natural gifts, but system.
If In your home or In your field of ocDecide In advance the order In
cupation you persist In striking notes which It ought to be done to get the
best results. Allot a certain amount
of time to a certain part of your dally
duties, according to their Importance.
If you know, before you begin. Just
how you expect to proceed, and ap- -

N'

only

work,

I write these ve.re

or

the
trtir,
y

t
cortin3 home.
from work,

a

As I

t-r- w

the meter

5o when
Oive

IW

z

hitch.sj.L-

-

L j
trwrvjvst.
ifcrk.. V
c5?.ve.

s

SI

United States Department
(Prepared by the
of Agriculture.)
Farmer Brown was driving the doc
tor back to town, after he had set
neighbor William Johnson's fractured
n
ribs,
leg and dressed three caved-lJohnson seemed to be In bad luck con
stnntly, and the neighbors were cir

culating a subscription paper for him
and arranging a "bee" to do up his
unfinished work.
Earlier in the season a
broke on a bill. The horse ran away,
throwing Johnson to the ground and
confining him to bed several days In
hold-bac- k

SCHOOL DAYS

There owuit your untried seas
Of new opportunities,
Lands unvisited
Sht.pe your course ahead I
Do not live in years that give
Only old regret ;
Fortune is a fugitive
You must seek her jet,
Time has closed the old year's door,
lint the New Yenr lies before
There your fortune lies.
There awults the prize!
You will find no hope behind,
Only fulling night;
But the east Is glad and kind
With the morning light.
Turn your eyes to New Year's east,

Every hour the dawn increased
Put the night way,
Yours Is now the Hay !
11

(Copyright.)

MOTHER'S
A little thing, a sunny smile,
And all day long tlie day shone bright;
The carea of life were made more light
And the sweetest hopes were born.

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY,

W,..:

It Is two and one-hato three times
Its original volume, depending upon
the kind of flour used. Spring or hard
winter wheat should take three times
the original volume.
Soft winter
f
wlient two and
times.
Bread that is fully risen should be cloth.
(Copyright.)
put Into a hot oven to kill the yeast
O
and check further rising. If the bread Cc
Is not fully risen a slower oven may
A LINE 0' CHEER
be used. A five minute oven Is the
test for bread ready to be baked. Put
a teaspoonful of flour In a small tin
By John Kendrick Bangs.
In the oven; If It browns In five
minutes It Is ready for the bread.
Copyright, 1911, Western Nawapaper Union.
THE NEW 8TART
lf

one-hal-

is no other article of food
is ns frequently placed on
the table and takes as prominent
place in the diet us bread. In some
form it is served at every meal.
Hrend
because of Its prominent
pluce ns food, should be well made
and well bilked.
The Ideal loaf of bread Is dome

THERE

shaped, attractive In appearance, crust
smooth, of u rich brown color, the
crumb spongy, tender ahd of n delicious flavor of the wlient.
Sponge Method.
Take one quart of hike warm liquid,
less one-hal- f
iipful If potato Is used ;
four toiispoonfuls of salt, one-hacupful of yeast, one cupful of mashed
potato and three to four qunrts of
sifted flour. Mix and beat well then
add one lmlf the flour nnd set to rise
In n warm place over night. In the
Morning add two tahlespoonfuls each
of sugar nnd shortening and knead
Until the dough feels elastic and no
longer sticks to the hands or board.
Cover nod let rise to double Its bulk,
then mold Into loaves. Iiy cutting the
dongh down with n knife once or
twice before, molding, the texture of
Divide into
the bread Is Improved.
equal portions, stretching the outside
of the loaf and pinching It together
undemealh. Place In well greased,
warm fMii cover and set to rise until

cated by a lurge,
lower
half of the thumb. If this Is Joined
to a large first joint of the thumb, It
means great will power, and oftentimes great generosity.
Love of children and of animals Is
seen In a
mount of Jupiter, at the base of the finger of the
same name, the forefinger.
The head
line of the minister should be strong,
as Indicating good brain power and
common sense, but these traits are, of
course, not confined to the men of the

O

YOURHAND
How to Read Your Characteristic
and Tendencies the Capabilities or
Weaknesses That Make for Success
or Failure as Shown in Your Palm.

THE CLERGYMAN'S

HAND

THE line of the heart begins In
IVn fork at the base of the
forefinger
(the finger of Jupiter), near the
one
of
may read therein
Saturn,
finger
thorough trustworthiness and kindness of heart, two qualities so essential to the successful clergyman. Next
In order, perhaps, comes tact, which
Is shown by a concave shape of the
Inside of the thumb, from the joint to
the juncture of the thumb and the
hand.
Reason and logic, of course, the minister must have, and these are Indl- -

D'

worry If your hopes are
wrecnea
By

matters

past

com

manding,
For man was made to walk erect,
And take his troubles standing.
Remember that the world Is full
Of prizes worth the winning,
And every day 'tis possible
To make a new beginning.

(Ciwrtght.)
NOT MUCH.
a. woman
s u g e sts a
short trip to
the sU re.

When

to shop
sixty minutes
about It;
you look for
ber back In
an hour or
more?
Well, maybe
you do, but
we doubt it

Just

Should Be Put In Thorough Grand Dry Cleaning
Prompt attention to mail orders.
Working Order Before Start of
AdMake
Season
(AtlKIIAK AND KODAKS.
Working
We develop films 10c a roll.
justments Later.
Eastman Kodaks, Cameras, Film and
Photographic Supplies.
Kail orders solicited. Catalop: free.
(Prepared by the United States Department
at 4.srlcultura.)
th St., Denver, Colo.
FORD'S, 1QM
Overhauling the thrashing machine
coffee:
and spic ks.
in
during the winter means dollars
Price on Coffre
time and grain saved next year. PropBeod 11.00 for
aample, post- er renalrs should be made and the
THE SPMV COFFEE t SPICE
paid.
CO., Slit and Market Sti.. neuter, Colo.
whole machine put Into thorough
IIEAUTY PARLOUS.
working order before the beginning
While certain 11AL.DHEADS
of the working season.
Prof. Charles will fit you
the most natural Toupee. Charles
adjustments must be made during op with
Hair& Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver
eration. It Is possible by putting up
KODAK FINISHING.
the machine properly at the close of
AID KODAK FINISHINfi.
1st
the season to have all parts In sucb KODAKS Deaver fkoto Material! Ceaieanii
condition that the necessary operat' F.ANTMAN KODAK COMPANY.
626 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
lng adjustments can be made readily.
ARMY GOODS.
with
little
and
delay.
accurately
llroa. Arm and Nnvr Storo
Many times defective parts are over Anderson
Ererrtblnt in amy toodi and canp equipment.
looked or neglected, In the hope that
Free catalog from Deartit itore.
4 3 N. Onion Aw., Pueblo.
St. Dram.
they will last through the season, 1637 Artpahoe
1817 Capitol An., Cnennne, Wm.
when they should be replaced during
FLOWERS.
When they fall
the season of disuse.
M.OlVKItS
FOR Al.l. OCCASIONS.
In the midst of the working season,
Park Floral Co.. 164S H roadway.
Pre-W- nr

DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.

JEWELRY CO.
and Repairing. All orders promptly
1879.
16th & Champa,
to.
Est.
attended
Wtg.

PLEATING
Cor

45

y

AND IIUTTONS.

conted button! and butheaulltdiloi,
1B23 Stout, llenwr.
Write for free cataloj.

pnt plealinf,

ton holei.

VV
are manufacturers or bank, drug
store and office fixtures. Colorado FurWazee.
niture and Fixture On., 1401-1- 3
CANDIES, CAKES AND FAVORS

vVEIDKG'lindTBirth

Favors, Best Chocolates and Bon Bons,
Write for
packed to ship anywhere.
prices and circular of suggestions.
IIAUR'S, Mfrs. of lie stCnnilleoj, Denver.

Commercial inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.

Stop Movie Exploiting.
Peoria. Motion picture theater own
ers will not tolerate films exploiting
wrong doing or any commercialization
of offenses against society, Sydney S. r
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture C
Theater Owners of America, declare
at the meeting of the Illinois picture
exhibitors. "The exhibitors must take
the unqualified position of refusing
any film containing elements of
or objectionable matter.
Indecency
D. C.
which exploits an Individual enveloped
In a scandal," he said. "No sooner has
BEEF CATTLE BENEFIT FARM a grave offense agninst the peace of
the people been committed than the
Possible for Farmer to Make Greater one involved seeks to exploit himself
Need
of
Use
Dry Roughages
or herself in the movies, thus cashlng-ILittle Attention.
on his or her crime."
before the thrashing season new parts
are difficult to get promptly because
of the unusual rush of orders from
the many who have put the matter off
until the last minute.
In a series of bulletins on the care
and repair of farm Implements Issued
by the United States Department of
Agriculture Is one on grain separators,
known as Farmers' Bulletin 1036,
Copies may be had free upon applica
tion to the department at Washington,

The use of beef cattle In connection
with general farming throughout the
corn belt, says the United States Department of Agriculture, offers the fol-

Russia to Pay Poland.
Warsaw. Gold and Jewels estimated
to he worth 50,000,000,000
Polish
marks, the Russian soviet government's first payment to Polnnd under
the treaty of pence signed at Riga on
March 18 last, have arrived here. Dia
nnd
other precious
monds, rubies
stones and gold bnr, filling 100 cases
In all, were brought here on a special
train under milltnry escort. The bul
lion, weighing 1,280 pounds, gives Po
land Its first substantial gold reserve.

lowing advantages:
It is possible to make greater use of
dry roughages produced on the farm
as beef cattle consume larger quantities of these feeds than any other class
of live stock.
Beef cattle can be used profitably
on rougn lnnd unsuitaoie ror crop
production j also on low, wet lnnd unsuitable for either crops or for other
classes of stock.
Beef cattle use the total production
Can Not Meet Payments.
of grain nnd roughages on the average
rnris. Germany will not be able to
farm, without the purchase of other meet in full her reparations payments
feeds, more efficiently than any other of 1,000,000,000 gold marks falling due
class of live stock.
Jan. 15 and Feb. 15, and has so inBeef cattle on the farm favor a well- formed the allied reparations commis
balanced distribution of labor through sion. A moratorium Is not nsked for
out the year. They require very little by Germany In Its note, which merely
attention during the summer and fall, lays Germnny's financial situation bewhen crops need attention, and dur- fore the reparations commission as eving winter and early spring, when there idence of Germnny's inability to meet
is little field work to be done, farmers the Installments, each of 500,000,000
Farm Steam Engines Should Be Off- can utilize their time to advantage
gold marks.
icially Inspected at Least Once Every by caring for the breeding herd, winterYear.
stockers
and feeders, or fattening the
Plot to Grab Castle Discovered.
wme steers.
The police have dis
States Department of Agriculture and ing
Copenhagen.
the National Safety council show that
covered plans showing that the home
every year hundreds of people are TRAP NESTS HELP BREEDERS less unemployed In Copenhagen conmaimed nnd killed In farm accidents,
templated seizure of the Chrlstians- Facts Have Recently
a large part of which are preventable, Some
Been borg castle, which is the king's offi-clLearned as Result of Device In
'I don't know where some farmers
residence and the meeting place of
find economy In keeping a horse that
the Danish Parliament; Intending to use
Improving Flock.
It as a sleeping place. The plans were
will shy at anything and kick any
body who comes near him. Perhaps
Trap nesting hens to find the most taken from the persons of men leadthey like to feel their mastery, but the profitable layers does not appeal to the ing the unemployed workmen's organhorse usually gets his inning In the average farmer and
poultry izations, who when arrested also carend. And of course there Is danger man as being practical, Besides the ried copies of a resolution addressed
to Inexperienced persons.
origlnnl cost of making the nests, there to the American minister, Dr. J. B.
'No bull above two years old should Is the extra lubor required In looking Prince, threatening reprisals for the
be permitted In a pasture, even If de after the Ioyers. However, some facts conviction of murder In Massachusetts
horned, ns all bulls should be. Even that were learned as a result of using of the Italians, Sacco and Vnnzettl.
an ugly ram has been known to kill a the trap nest may be applied In the
man.
New Thrift Bond.
Savage dogs ought not to be Improvement of the flock, say poultry- necessary on a farm. But you find men of the United States Department
Formal announcement
Washington.
of Agriculture.
For Instance, the was made by the
them, and often they find you first.
Treasury Department
"Farm machinery, such as corn trap nest has shown that the late of the issuance of a new form of govIs
most
the
moulter
in
bird
toll
limbs
a
of
take
profitable
that
Ihredders,
ernment security to be known as treaswould be prevented to a large degree the flock. Now, without the use of ury
savings certificates. The certifiIf the most ordinary safety devices the trap nest, a man. may select the cates, also known as "thrift
bonds,"
and
sure
moulters
be
late
he
that
is have been
were Installed and kept In working
placed on sale In unlimited
cream
the
flock.
the
And
of
it amounts. Secretary of the Treasury
order.
picking
seems reasonable to believe that this Mellon
Making Thrashing Safe.
expressed the hope that annual
on
from genera- sales of these certificates would
"In some states the boiler Inspection characteristic breeds
to generation.
amount to $500,000,000.
laws do not apply to steam thrashers. tion
Every thrashing machine owner ought
to have his boiler Inspected once a GEESE RETURN GOOD PROFIT
Mexicans Bar American Funeral.
year, whether there Is a legal requireMobile, Ala. Permission to bury
ment or not.
Fowls Are Quite Easy to Keep and the body of an Amerlcnn seaman on
"I could talk for another hour or so
Mexican soli was denied officers of
Breeders See Bright Future
on farm accident breeders that might
for the Industry.
the United States shipping board tankA country doctor's
be eradicated.
er Halway by Mexican officials at Fort
Is
full of them; but here we
practice
Experienced raisers of geese assert Lobez, Mexico, when the vessel docked
are at the house. Come In to dinner the goose is one of the most profitable there recently, according to George
before you go back."
and easy fowls to keep, and express Bryant, chief officer of the tanker. The
"Much obliged," returned Brown, as belief In a bright future of expansion dead man was John Lee, a pump man,
hi cramped his flivver around In the for the goose Industry. The Toulouse, who was suffocated while in the hold
roadway. "I guess I'll hurry back to African and Embden are the three of the vessel repairing a manhole. No
the farm and fix up a few things be- most popular breeds, the Embden be- reason was given by the Mexican au
fore the neighbors have to get up a ing the
type, considered Ideal thorltlei for their attitude.
tee" to tin's ma over a broken leg."
for market purposes- nl

back-yar-

0

SPECIAL, HUSH SERVICE! secured If
you mention this paper when writing
firms below.
CLEANING AND DYKING

Implement

little later one of his little boys
stepped on a garden rake which had
been left back down on the ground,
and ran a tine through his foot. The
child was taken to the doctor to have
the wound dressed, but not until InfeC'
tlon hnd set In, nnd he would always
be a trifle lame.
Delays Farm Work.
A hired man stepped through a loose
board of a barn loft, nnd farm and
household work was delayed while he

,

.

--

Ma

UOHM-ALLE- N

eight-penn-

done.

Do not weep for years that sleep
In the fading post
While the years before you sweep
Like un ocean vust.

Note Defects on Thashing
chine When Storing.

a busy period.

two-Inc- h

MALLOCH

no tears for other years,
no other days ;
In the east the sun appears
With Its morning rays.
Turn your back upon the west.
Etart again upon life's quest
With the rising sun I

r

Ma
Careless Ue of Unprotected
chlnery Takes Toll ot Limbs That
Would Be Prevented With Use
of Safety Devices,

degrees and anchored at the foot
with stakes and stones. He had undertaken to carry a bunch of shingles
to the roof. An upper rung, previously broken from the ladder, had been
shingle band,
replaced with a
nails. The
nailed on with
wood In the side of the ladder was
dozy and the nails gave way under
Johnson's weight. The Jolt as he
struck the next rung upset the ladder,
and down tumbled Johnson ladder,
scaffolding and shingles, all In a heap
on the ground.
"Pretty tough on Johnson," observed
Brown. "They talk about farming being a safe and healthful pursuit; but
I'll bet he didn't think so when that
bunch of shingles pursued him and
smashed his ribs."
"Farming Is healthful," said the old
doctor, "providing people would take
reasonable care of themselves. It ought
to be safe as any ordinary occupation;
but the observations of the United

HAVE

Is

DIVERS MISHAPS DELAY WORK

of

THE NEW YEAR EAST

Yesterday

Be Avoided.

TIME FOR REPAIRING

recovered.
This latest misfortune was the worst
Johnson had been
of the season.
shingling the barn, using a common
mnae Dy placing
prop scaffolding,
Thrashing Machine In Operation,
wooden brackets against the side of
the building and supporting them with serious losses often result before the
scantling, set at an angle repairs can be made. During or just

-

LYRICS OF LIFE
By DOUGLAS

Falls and Refractory Animals
Cause of Hurts That Could

WINTER IS SPLENDID

A

(Copyright.)

BUDGET SYSTEM

HAPPEN ON FARM

be-co-

0
OX A

MANY ACCIDENTS

clear brain, and be able to get pleasure
as well as profit out of their discharge,
The office man who has a fixed time
for going through his mall, another
for dictating letters, another for re
ceiving and giving Instructions to sub
ordinates, and still another for talk
lng to business callers, usually has a
clear desk by noon, and plenty of time
to think over his big problems.
The man In the same Job who begins
with any task that happens to be at
hand Is usually half done at the end
of the day, and wonders what has be
come of all his time.
There is nothing In this world thnt
cannot be done better If It Is planned,
than If U Is not.
Begin your life by planning each
day's work, and planning will soon
nutomatlc. Tasks will arrange
themselves In their proper order.
You may be In a very small and un.
Important position, but reducing your
duties to a budget system will save
time and energy, and help you to acquire the competence and efficiency
that will lead to better positions by
and by.

By JOHN BLAKE

NEW MEXICO

d

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
FLATLY REFUSED TO "SLIDE" M0THER1
Elderly Lady's Dignity Was Hurt by
Request Made to Her by Fellow Passenger.
she was one of those fussy little old
primped and with her hair

fc'omen, all
In a curl.

When she got aboard the street car
several men yes, there are some who
still respect gray hairs on a street car
got up and offered a seat. She accepted one gentlemanly proffer, but
didn't keep the seat long. When she
had finally found repose a woman
next to her said:
"Would you mind sliding over just
a bit, please?
Then another lady can

a

have

''

'

.

seat."

Her

gray-haire- d

majesty

rose

to

lofty heights.

MOVE-CHILD'-

BOWELS WITH

in the
Lady
Ability of Witnesses to Sustain
Her Charge.

Colored

Had Confidence

A southern magistrate had before
Mm ns a complaining witness a colored woman who had caused to be
held a man on the charge that he had
attacked her with a pair of scissors.
"He mighty neah gouged my eye
out, Jedge," she said.
"He poked me
In the face with them scissors, Jedge,
not once, but fo' or five times.
He
jest cut up my face like It was a yard
of ribbon. There ain't no mo' dangerous mnn alive, Jedge."
The magistrate looked her over.
She had a wide, smooth, yellow face
that did not have a mark on it. He
told her to repeat her story, and she
went through It again, telling how the

I was Just out of college and had
gone for the first time to teach In a
I had not yet lost my
high school.
college girl propensity for seeking to
extract fun out of everything, whether
serious or comic. A formal meeting of
the faculty of the city was in progress,
with the promlent school men super
intendent, commissioners, and princl
pals seated on the platform. Among
old peda
them was a
gogue with a long white, flowing beard.
Next to me sat a sedate woman
whom I rashly had taken to be a new
member of the faculty.
I turned to her with what I sup
posed to be an infectious burst of con.
fldence and giggled: "Who's the old
bird with the whiskers?"
The woman turned her face directly
toward me, looked me up and down,
with an expression tlrat congealed the
blood within me, and said, curtly:
"My father!" Chicago Tribune.
severe-lookin-

g

man had slashed her face with that
pair of scissors.
OLD SAYING PROVED UNTRUE
"But," said the judge, "there isn't
a mark on your face."
For Once, at Least, a Physician Was
"Marks' she exclaimed indignantly.
Willing to Take His Own
"Marks What I care fo' marks, lemme
Medicine.
tell
ask yo' that? I got witnesses, I
you I"
L.
"They say," remarked George
noted aeronaut, on tho
the
Fallon,
"
Only on "Appro."
"that doctors never take
In ne of our ancient towns which Aqultanla.
their own medicine, and in my youth I
has recently been the scene of a believed that He.
pageant, a praty of Americans was beI made a very
"Once, however,
ing conducted over the admirable ab- stormy passage across the Atlantic,
bey.
and got frightfully seasick. The ship's
The age of this part and that were doctor, a
genial young chap, prescribed
out
a
learned attendant,
by
pointed
for me, a half bottle twice
champagne
:
"That arch," said he, a day, and say, I wish you could have
and, at length
"may possibly go buck to Alfreda and seen the perfect arid unfailing regu
Edward."
larity with which that young medico
"Don't you like It?" said a guest would drop in at the appointed hour
promptly.
and join me In carrying out his pre
The attendant explained that he did scription.
not understand.
"Why are you sending It back, anyCalled to Order.
way? Doesn't It suit you?"
Father (sternly, at breakfast the
next morning) :
Blessings of Obscurity.
"You are not under the Impression
"Doesn't It make you discontented
that you are living In Norway, sir?"
to read about movie stars getting $2,- His Son and Heir Er no.
000 a week?"
makes you ask me?
"Sometimes it does," said the' citizen
Father Nothing; jonly from the
whose Income Is $3,000 a year, "but, time
you got In last night I concluded
on the other hand, It is a lot of satisthis was the land of the
thought
you
to
don't
me
that
know
I
for
faction
son.
See that you are not
midnight
what
to
tell
an
have
Inquisitive public
out later than ten tonight, or you will
1 eat, what I wear, how I amuse
hear from me.
In my leisure moments and the
exact state of my affections from day
Nature Studies.
to day."
Mrs. Porcupine I understand that
all the greut nations of the earth are
Pulled Through.
"Your son has settled down to hard considering disarmament.
Mr. Porcupine Well, they can talk
work."
disarmament all they've a mind
about
"I'm
father.
the
said
"Yes,"
proud
but these here quills of mine are
glad now that I had confidence in the to,
to stick right on my back.
boy. When he took to playing the going
ukulele and 'steppeuon the gas' when
Foul Play.
he wasn't dancing, I got a bit discourThe Scottish bowling team Is acaged, but I kept telling mother not to
worry, that he'd make a man out of companied by a band of pipers which
himself yet."
plays prior to every Important match.
The general opinion Is that this gives
a very unfair advantage to the
Give Him a Chance.
Queen Gabby You keep me awake Northerners, who are used to It. The
Passing Show (London).
all night talking In your sleep.
King Well, you had better give me
Those Pencil Marks.
a chance to talk a little during the
Sunday School Teacher "Who was
day.
it saw the handwriting on the wall,
Bobby "The landlord."
As long as you refrain from saying Bobby?"
anything you keep the other fellow Life.
guessing.
There is a beautiful statue in evefy
Hushed is the conversation of men block of marble, but only an expert
sculptor can coax It out.
when money talks.
!

my-ee- lf

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

Canal Tonnage

I

"Slide? Slide?" she sputtered. "I
will not slide. I will arise and take
my body elsewhere."
COMPANION KNEW "OLD BIRD"
And, suiting her actions to her word,
she arose and took her body up to the
front of the car, where her dignity Inquiry Brought Instant Response
Considerably
Embarrassing to
would not be assaulted by a request to
Youthful New Teacher.
.news.
Biiue.
inuianapous
DIDN'T HAVE TO HAVE PROOFS

U. S. Leads in

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
Hurry, mother Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and It never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If constlpated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or if stomach is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels is
often all that Is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "Call
fornia Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother I You must
say "California' or you may get an
imitation fig syrup. Advertisement.

HAS QUEER PREROGATIVE

New Record Made, With Britain,
Japan and Norway Following in Order.

GROWTH

REVENUE FOR HIGHWAY WORK

governor,
points out that the
present system Is to assess tolls, on
the basis of $1.20 a net ton, according
to Panama canal measurement, "unless tills would result In a rate of
more than $1.25 a net ton, according
to United States rules of measurewho

Much Money Made Available by Col.
lection of Fees for Automo-

biles and Trucks.

ment."
"Under this dunl system tolls collected amounted to $11,276,889, which
Is $1,937,021 less than would have been
collected If Panama canal rules only
were used," he adds. "Speedy enactment of a lnw establishing the single
standard is urged."

DUE TO COMPETITION

Ships of Four Nations Carried 80 Per
Cent of Tonnage Which Moved
Through Canal During the
Last Fiscal Year.

Washington. Ships of four nations
carried 80 per cent of the approxi- SEA OTTER AGAIN NUMEROUS
mately 11,600,000 tons of cargo which
moved through the Panama canal dur- Alaska Trappers Report Priceless
Back In Kelp Beds on
ing the fiscal year ended June SO,
102L
Aleutian Islands.
American vessels led all others with
Yakutat, Alaska. The sea otter,
a total of 5,103,000 tons, establishing
a new record by increasing the total once almost extinct and now protected,
Is again Inhabiting the sea kelp beds
tonnage of the previous high years by
on the Aleutian Islands In large num615,885.
bers'.
In fact, so many are seen the
British ships were second and surof fisheries may be predepartment
even
of
the high mark
1917,
passed
their Inst banner year. They reached vailed upon for a brief open season
for the benefit of natives and trappers
a total of 3,738,250 tons.
who have fared badly the last two
Japan and Norway took third and seasons.
fourth places with 758,600 and 637,880
The sea otter Is one of the most
tons, respectively. Norway dropped
below Its figures for 1918, but Japan cunning and easily frightened of anisoared to new heights, exceeding her mals. Like the fur seal Its pelt has
an ebony shimmer, showing silver
last high mark by 32,279 tons.
when blown open, but soft black,
Result of Competition.
tipped with white when examined hair
These unparalleled Increases in com- by hair. A full grown animal measmerce moved through the waterway ures six feet from nose to end of tall.
by tho four nations are attributed by One pup Is born at a time. The mothGov. J. J. Morrow of the Panama er otter sleeps on her back in the
canal, in his annual report to compe- water, clasping the young In her arms.
tition so keenly developed that It re- Each native Is permitted to trap two
a year for his own use. The sea otquires use of the quickest routes.
of the total ton- ter has been seen as far south as Eu"Almost
nage handled," the report says, "was reka, Cnl. The pelts are priceless.
so strongly competitive
that prompt
and complete Service may have been
Erzberger's Daughter Nun.
the determining fnctor in the choice of
Maria Erzberger,
Berlin, Germany.
the Panama route. In many of the
daughter of the recently murdered
trades served by the Panama canal, former German minister of finance,
the saving of distance, and hence of Mathlas
Erzberger, has taken the veil
time, by the use of the cnnnl is so In the nunnery of Echt In southern
great that shipping could hardly af- Holland.
ford to use any other route."
Of the nations which shared In move
ing the remaining 11 per cent of
the most important were Denmark, Holland, Spain, Sweden, France
and Peru In the order named.
"The most Important trade route
wrved by the canal," the report adds,
"Was that between the east coast of
the United States and the west coast
of South America. Others of the prliv
cipal routes were those from the east
const of the United States to the far Expedition Headed by Professor
,
east and between the west coast of
neisner unngs ttacx aiory
i.
America and Europe."
of Lost Civilization.
Gov, Morrow points to the double
value of the canal to the United States.
In addition to the quick service it
gives American ships from coast to LINE OF ITS RULERS TRACED
coast and In the world trade routes,
there Is, he said, a constantly Increasing tevenne which comes to the nation
Ten Years' Research Provides Rich
from tolls collected.
Collection for Harvard University
"In terms of money the Panama
and Boston Museum Get
canal," the report asserts, "had gross
revenues of more than $27,000,000; InFull List of Rulers.
creased Investment, additions, stock,
etc., of $8,000,000 and gross operating
Cambridge, Mass. Discovery of the
expenses of $24,500,000." The excess tombs of 20 generations of Ethiopian
of revenues In the Inst fiscal year, the kings and the recovery of material
report shows, was $2,750,000 more than burled for more thun 2,000 years,
for interest on the capital cost of the which mukes it possible for the first
watelway.
time to write the history of Ethiopia,
were reported by the Joint Egyptian
Big Railway Revenue.
and
The Pannma Railroad company, ac expedition of Hardvard university
Museum of Fine Arts. The
Boston
the
to
a
revethe
had
report,
gross
cording
nue of approximately $22,000,000, an expedition, in charge of Professor
wus in
Increase In Investments In cnpltnl ad George A. ReUmer of Hurvard,
In part
Its
findings
ten
years.
Egypt
of
the
ditions
$1,500,000, while
gross
from time to time.
operating expenses were $22,000,000 have been reported Cemeteries.
Find Royal
on June 30 last. Gross revenues of
The discovery of the lost civilization
tho Panama Railroad Steamship line,
at the same time, were $5,150,446, of Ethlopa was made at Naputa, now
anwhile operating expenses for the fiscal called Gebel Burknl. Nuparntu, the
cient capital of Ethiopia, lies In the
year totaled $5,857,257.
Sudan, nt the southern
Legislation to Increase the revenue
collected from tolls Is asked by the end of Dongola province. The royal
Fur-bear-

one-thir- d

Lieut, the Hon. Cecil Forester of
the English Royal House guards has
the privilege of keeping his tint on in
the presence of royalty. The lieutenant, who Is heir to Lord Forester,
inherits this royal patent from a forebear who lived in the reign of Henry
VIII. That monarch authorized Forester's ancestor to keep his hat on In
the presence of the sovereign on account of "certain diseases and Infirmities In his head."

Anglo-Egypti-

I

Pioneer Engine Opened a New Station

The "meanest man on earth"
to be living In Mount
Vernon, la. An automobile driver
became stalled near the city and
hailed a passing truck driver,
who found the loose connection
and proceeded to crank the enThe engine back-firegine.
breaking the rescuer's arm.
"I broke my arm," he said.
"Too bad," responded the rescued motorist as he speeded
down the road.
Unable to start
his big truck, the Injured man
was forced to walk to Mount
Vernon, where he received medical attention.
Is believed

?.tei;le? wre
the

fou?,d

oM, the,cltT;

south, on a
near me niver Nile, the archaeolo
gists examined' a group of pyramids
which proved to bo the tombs of the
20 kings and 25 Queens of Ethiopia
from 660 to 250 B. C, most of whose
names had been lost to humnn knowledge.

Excavations gradually uncovered the
burial chamber of Tlrhaqai, the king
of Ethloplu mentioned In the book of
Isaiah, who was one of the five Ethiopian monarchs who ruled over Egypt,
and then one by one uncovered the
tombs of all the other kings, queens,
princes and princesses of Ethiopia for
a period of more than four centuries.
After the excavations at Nurl, four
of the greatest kings of Ethiopia were
still lacking kings who, like Tlrhaqa,
had ruled Egypt as well as Ethiopia.
In the third year of search these four
kings with their queens, and indeed six
generations of their ancestors, were
found nt the second royal cemetery at
'Uw on the north of Nnpata.
Descend From Nomads.
It was then discovered that the
royal family of Ethiopia had sprung
from a tribe of Libyan nomads who
had entered the province, then a part
of Egypt, about 900 B. C, had become
Egyptlunlzed, revolted from Egypt and
finally, under Plankhy, conquered the
older country. From this sunscorched
place five of the kings of Ethiopia had
ruled Egypt and 2,000 miles of tho
Nile valley, and had sent their ambassadors to the courts of Assyria and
western Asin.
Careful study of the objects and Inscriptions found In these tombs has
archaeologiven the Ilnrvard-Bostogists a full chronological list of the
kings of Ethiopia during this period,
and a knowledge of the condition and
development of the remarkable arts
and crafts of the time.
n

Owned by Clevelander

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
24 and 100 All druggists.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of MaMtattlMcMMtec
of BillcjlloMl
tnd nut tt Bijm lUnafectw tt

Awlrla U tM

Cleveland, O. Arthur Lowers
has a Bible printed In 1634. On
the leaf Is Inscribed:
"Printed by Hubert Barker,
printer to his most excellent majesty, and by the assignees of
John Hill, 10,34."
The type Is old English script.
Names are scattered throughout
the book, many of them half ob
llterated. An unreadable will Is
Flywritten on the first
leaves and wood engravings are
scattered

throughout

the

edi-

An early Nineteenth century record of a family Is one
feature still decipherable.
The book, according to Mr.
Lowers, has been In his family
for many generations.
tion.

St. Paul, Minn., rolled back the curtain 60 years us the Northwest's pioneer llttlo old locomotive pulled the first train Into the new $15,000,000 Union
station thtre. The englno Is the 'William Crooks," named after Jim Hill's
Flowers were thrown upon It, as Its pilot broke the floral
chief engineer.
whose
tape held across tho tracks by the three oldest Great Northern yardmen,
cotnblnfed service aggregated 111 years.

y

Wan on Earth"
Discovered in Iowa

Bible Printed In r634

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Rheumatism
Headache
Colds
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Pain, Pain
Earache
Lumbago

"Of the 1920 registration revenues,"
says the bureau, "$97,071,742, or 05
per cent, was available for roud work.
Of the registration revenues collected
during the first six months of the current yenr $101,793,416 Is available for
road work, either by the state high-wndepartments or local road offl- -

"Meanest

Find Tombs of
Ethiopian Kings

ton-nag-

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
A total of 9,245,195 passenger automobiles, trucks, and commercial vehicles, 28,114 trailers and 177,234
motor cycles were registered In the 48
states and the District of Columbia
during the first six months of the
present year, according to the bureau
of public roads, United States Department of Agriculture. As a result of
these registrations and the licensing
of drivers, the states and District collected, during that period, a total
The
gross revenue of $108,213,105.
figures show an Increase of nearly
over the full year of 1920,
when such revenues totuled $102,540,-21(Prepared

Cash Collected for Registration Fees
Is Available for Improvement of
Roadways.

cinls." The percentage of the gross
during that period Is SM nn apparent
decrease of 1 per cent, but the Increase seems more apparent than real,
because in some states the funds do
not become available until the end of
the year.
Ten state legislatures have Imposed
a tax on gasoline during the current
year. They are Arkansas, Arizona,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Montana, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Prior
South Dakota and Washington.
to this yenr Colorado, Kentucky, New
Mexico and Oregon had levied such
a tax. The state of Louisiana has
written such a measure Into Its new
constitution.

PERFECT MILE OF HIGHWAY
To

Be

est

Constructed to Stimulate Inter,
In Improvement of Modern
Road Building.

The best mile of road In the world,
to be constructed at some point on tho
great transcontinental highway of the
future Is being planned by the Lincoln
Highway association, says a writer In
Popular Mechanics Magazine. As an
object lesson this perfect mile will
stimulate Interest In highway improvements, and especially In the promotion
emof all
roadway,
bodying the highest Ideals of modern
American highway construction. After
nn Immense amount of consultation
and collaboration among the foremost
highway engineers, It has been decided to construct this Ideal mile on
the Lincoln way, so located as to be
of easy access from all parts of the
country, and where it will carry a
representative and diversified traffic.
The location tentatively selected Is between Dyer and Schererville In Lake
county, Indiana.
ocenn-to-ocen- n

TO PLANT

MEMORIAL TREES

National Organizations Cooperating With Local Authorities
In Arrangement!.

Several

PInns are materializing for the
planting of trees along the principal
roads In many states, as a memorial to the American soldiers who
lost their lives during the World war.
Several national organizations, Including the American Legion and the Boy
Scouts of America, are
with local civic organizations In arranging for the planting. The black
walnut seems to be the variety most
favored for such planting. Planting
days are being arranged In Illinois, InIowa,
Michigan,
diana, Wisconsin,
Ohio and other states.
Big Help to Traveler.
The state road commission of Maryland Is erecting rond markers on highways that will not only Inform the
traveler where he Is, but will give him
a map to guide him on the way. The
signs also call attention to dangerous
s well as. explain the Maryplaces,
land traffic laws for the benefit of th

stranger motorist.
Good Roads In Java.
The Island of Java Is 680 miles Ions
and has 40,000 kilometer) of good
roads.

THE RESERVE
FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS

The flag of the Irish Free State will
be tricolor with three bars, one white,
one green and the other gold, It has

been decided.
A poultry breeder In London lias
produced a cross between a chicken
and a turkey, which, under the name
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE of churkey Is In a great demand for
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
the dinner table.
HOME AND ABROAD.
Ilobert Hnub has been elected presi

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,
DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
(Western

Newspaper

Union

Newi

Serrle.)

WESTERN

dent of Switzerland by the federal as
sembly for the year 1922. He will take
office Jan. 1. Col. Karl Scheurer was
elected vice president.
According to the Taegliscbe Rund
schau, the reparations commission has
sent to the German government a note
tantamount to an order for complete
prohibition of the export of German
coal to neutral countries.
A decree exempting from duties all
cattle and horses entering Mexico will
be promulgated shortly, according to
official Information, In order to assist
ranchers to replenish their herds de
pleted by years of revolution.
Sir Arthur Pearson is dead as the
result of an accident at bis home In
London. While In his bath he slipped,
striking his bead against a faucet.
Stunned, he fell Into the water ami
was drowned before aid could reach

Three men were killed and one was
seriously injured when a Santa Vi
freight engine exploded 200 yards west
of the Standlsh, Mo., stntlon.
Thirty-fivMexican farmers, cut off
by high waters near Klmonts, Calif.,
were reported to be in grave danger of
perishing In the flood. Two squads of
deputy sheriffs rushed to the scene and him.
removed the men from their perilous
The Department of Commerce Is ad
position.
vised that at a show in London a nine- Four bandits entered Panama, 111., horsepower automobile was exhibited
robbed the Hank of Panama of be- that Is sold on a guarantee to make
tween $2.1,000 and $30,000, held up sev- sixty-onmiles on one gallon of gaso
en men In a pool room next to the line, and to make sixty miles an hour.
bank, wounded a motorist whom the It is priced at about $900 American
bandits believed was pursuing their money.
car, and escaped.
Swedish farm hands have been or
On behalf of the sugar beet farmers
ganized by Communists for the purof Nebraska and eighteen other states, pose of emigrating to Russia. This hns
the Lions' Club of Scottsbluff, Nebr., been brought about by the constantly
telegraphed to Senator Penrose of the falling prices of wheat nnd the fact
Senate finance committee considering that farmers nil over the country have
the tariff resolutions, asking for a pro- made agreements with their workers
tective tariff on sugar.
at lowest wnges.
The constitutionality of the CaliforWithin ten years India will speak as
nia
law, forbidding aliens in- a coequal partner with Canada and
eligible to citizenship from owning or Australia In the lSrltish empire, the
leasing agricultural land, was upheld Right Hon. V. S. Strinwasa Sastrl, In
at San Francisco by a court of three dia's representative In the British
federal judges. Several other states arms delegation, predicted in an
have enacted laws putterned on the
He also predicted that possiCalifornia act.
bly recent Irish developments would
Suit for $75,000 against the Ford "quicken even his estimate of ten
Motor Company was filed in Superior years."
Court at Seattle, Wash., by the Grays GENERAL
Harbor Motor Company for alleged
Thirty-threthousand one hundred
violation of contract. The Ford com- and ninety-twbaseballs were used in
pany failed to supply the plaintiffs the National League last season, Presi
with automobiles needed for (he Grays dent
Heydler reported at the annual
Harbor territory, of which they are
meeting.
league
agents, according to the complaint.
A bill authorizing the President to
An area of ten blocks was covered expend $20,000,000 out of the funds of
by a fire which did damage estimated the United States Grain Corporation
at !f'J00,K0 in Mexicnln, opposite
for relief of the distressed anil starvfiremen ing peyple of Russia was passed by
American
Culif.
who helped fight the flames were the House,
to 01.
forced at the point of guns in the
Counterfeit internal revenue stumps
bands of Mexican soldiers to go to the of u face value of $:i,(HKl,000 and 110,000
home of a Mexican army officer lo counterfeit whisky labels were seized
"save It." The firemen declared the In Chicago by federal agents in a raid
army officer's home was in no danger. on a South State street shop. Knill
Carlome and bis wife, owners, were arWASHINGTON
President Harding Is requested to rested.
,
Four large frame hangars at Langley
cnll a conference between Great
France and Italy, to consider field were destroyed by fire at Newmethods by width Armenians may be port News, entailing a loss of more
fire Is
given an opportunity to establish a na- than $200,000. The origin of the
tion, by a House resolution Introduced unknown. One Martin bomber and
were
by Itepresentative John Jacob Itogers, most of the tools at the station
destroyed.
Republican, Massachusetts.
The tanker Santa Rita, which left
The House ways and means committee wljh the tariff and tax revision New Orleans for Italy Oct. 20 with a
off its hands for the present will take $1,000,000 cargo of oil, has been given
up the soldier bonus question Immedi- up for lost, agents of the American
the
Christmas recess. Fuel Oil and Transportation Company
ately after
Chairman Fonlney announced that the announced. She carried a crew of
and was last sighted off
committee's first order of business for thirty-fivthe new year would he consideration Key West, three days after she left
of adjusted compensation legislation. New Orleans.
The Benevolent and Protective OrPostal savings decreased $1,400,000
of Elks have been asked by the
der
t
to
a
during November, according
Issued by the Postoffice Depart- American Game Protective Association
ment. Iteports indicated, however, that to forbid its members wearing elks'
ns emblems. This request was
deposits in many smaller postoffices teeth
Increased steadily, while In the larger made in a resolution adopted after
cities and industrial centers withdraw photographs bad been shown picturing
alone. Speakals exceeded deposits. Total deposits elks shot for their teeth
on hand were estimated at $148,000, ers included Governor Cary of Wyoe
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Prohibition Commissioner Haynes
announced that he will seek Jail terms
for brewers who violate the Volstead
law. The commissioner stated that
he has instructed bis counsel to In
stitute proceedings against several
breweries In eastern Pennsylvania and
to nsk the courts to Inflict maximum
penalties, Including. Jail sentences.
American manufacturers of toys and
dolls have asked the Senate finance
for
committee not only
protection
ugalust German and Japanese compe
tition, but also for the exclusion of
these articles which are the product
of child labor. They asked for a duty
of 40 per cent of the value of the toys
and dolls based on the prices prevail
ing In the American market.
r
A prediction that the
pact, entered Into by Great Britain,
France, Japan and the United States
will result ultimately In war between
the United Stntes and Japan was made
by 15. Sltvlrsky, official delegate to
America from the Far Eastern republic. He declared that Japan, cndiold
ened by approval of Its present policies
In the Far East and possession of military strongholds throughout Asia nnd
the Pacific, would force a future con
filet on the United States.
Pacific treaty and
The
possibility of further reduction In
armament are to be discussed with the
"home folks" by several senators and
representatives In meetings arranged
by the National Council for Limitation of Armament, It hus been ant
nounced.
meetings already
have been scheduled.
Purchase by the federal government
of Cape Cod canal wag recommended
by Secretaries Weeks, Denby and
Hoover, who Informed Congress that
be a "reasonable
$11,500,000 would
price far the property."
.

I'
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Sixty-eigh-

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Orders received at the New York
navy yard, which- would provide for a
reduction in the enlisted personnel of
the United States navy by approximately 10,000 men, set forth that any
enlistment might lie canceled by resignation. A few hours after t lie orders
had been posted, yard officials were
deluged with resignations coming from
all classes of the enlisted service.
The crew of fifteen of the American
bark Harvard, wrecked while on the
way to Honolulu from Tahiti, was rescued by the British steamship Iiaron

t
Inchcnpe after drifting
bourse in lifeboats. The men were
e
taken to Balboa by the Baron
and are now on their way to San
Francisco on the steamship Hawkeye
State.
Henry Campbell, negro, 101 years
old, was granted a divorce from his
wife, Alverta W. Campbell, In Circuit
Court, Baltimore county, Md. In sign:
ing the decree, Judge Duncan declared
"And the court suggests that nt the
plaintiff's age, future matrimonial
had best be avoided,"
Campbell testified that a quarrel, following the receipt of a letter from another man addressed o bis wife, led
to a separation.
C. E. Lively, "Buster" Pence and
William Salters, charged with the killing of Ed Chandlers of Matewan on
the court house steps at Welch, W.
Va., Inst August, were freed by n jury.
The defendants were held under the
Indictment charging them with the
killing of Sid Hatfield, and gave bond.
Moonshine, a horse that had cost
the government $072, was sold nt auction at New Bedford, Mass., for $25.
The old gray mare, which was seized
by prohibition agents fifteen months
ago In a raid at Muttapolsett, had piled
up the $072 board bill since.
forty-eigh-
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Southwest News

NEW MEXICO

CHICAGO OPENS NEW MUNICIPAL
PARKING SPACE FOR MOTORISTS
fit '
NEARING END ItMaf". f f 'F ?

NEGOTIATIONS

I

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

EARLY SOLUTION

jg

OF ALL ISSUES

IN BIG WASHINGTON

CON-

FERENCE IS SEEN.
(Western Newiptpvr Union

News

Service.)

If the present plans of George V.
North und C. S. Cleaver are carried
out, the concrete work on one of the
largest factories in the stute will be
started by the first of the year at
N. M. The new plant will manufacture automatic hay balers and by
early spring it is planned to employ a

FIXED

SHIPS

CAPITAL

De-min-

force of about 1,500 men.
The Bank of Commerce of Taiban,
Roosevelt county, New Mexico, has
State Bank Examiner J. B.
closed,
Head has announced. He gave as the
reason that the bank was overloaned.
It has a capital stock of $25,000 and
surplus of $5,000 and Individual deposits on Sept. 26, when the lust statement was made, were $50,000.
Roy Pearce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
was sentenced to serve 100 days In
the county jail In the court of Judge
McCleilnn on the charge of carrying
concealed weapons. When arrested
Pearce had a pistol In his pocket and
his companion had his pockets full of
cartridges. Jenkins, the companion of
Pearce, "went up" for thirty days.
Probably few people realize that
Roosevelt county, New Mexico, is now
the sweet potato center of the Southwest and that this year over 150,000
bushels have been harvested In this
one county alone. Owing to the lack of
rain nil the crop this year was harvested in the best condition and the
quality Is the best ever produced in

the state.
Troop C cavalry of the New Mexico
National Guard at Iteming has perfected Its organization and most of the
equipment lias been received. There
are now more than the required number of men enlisted although some are
away attending college at different
parts of the country. All the horses
are in good condition and drills are being held every week.
The P.roomcorn and Warehouse Association of Portales, N. M., lias closed
Its first year's business und the reports show that the season lias been a
The
most succesful one.
principal
work of the last season lias been the
finding of markets for the product
and tills has been done to such an extent that most of the crop has been
shipped' out in car load lots.
Contracts are to be awarded at once
for construction of material sections
of the main highway through Prescott,
from Asli Fork to the southern county
The Black Canon
line, at Canon.
route, the shortest to Phoenix, Is to lie
county,
Yavapai
improved through
without reference to the acceptance by the slate of the Wlclienburg
route, between the two cities.
Suit for $50,000 has been filed in the
Superior Court of Santa Cruz county,
Arizona, by President Alvaro Oliregon
of Mexico, against the administrator
of the Numn Vlelldent estate. The adIt Is alministrator Is II. J. Karns.
leged in the complaint that Karns, us
administrator, refused to acknowledge
Obregon's claim against the estate,
when it was presented to him. Olirewho died
gon claims that Vlelldent,
last spring, owed him $50,000, for monies advanced Vlelldent.
The 1022 annual convention uf the
New .Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' Association will be held March 20
and 21 in Las Vegas, N. M.. the executive board has announced. The attitude to lie adopted by Hie association
toward the packers goiyg into retail
business and the question of lower
lenses and rentals on slate grazing;
lands were considered at a recent
meeting and referred to the resoluFurther action will
tions committee.
probably be deferred until the 1922
convention.
It is probable that most of the commercial travel from Phoenix to Globe,
hereafter, will lie bundled over the
highway, for which the
opening date now is set at April 1. At
this time, probably at Miami, will be
a great celebration, for which plans
have been made by representatives
from Globe, Superior, and Miami. This
road will cost about $900,000.
Governor Campbell of Arizona, accompanied by Senator Ashurst, from
invited President
the same state,
Harding to attend the 1922 convention
of the United States Good Roads Association next spring at Phoenix, Ariz.
The President suld his plans would
not enable him to attend, but he might
visit Arizona later in the summer, during ids expected tour of the West.
Senator Ashurst, Arizona, has transmitted to (lie Senate finance committee a request of raw asbestos producers in his stute for u tariff duty of 30
cents a pound on this product, which
Is now on the free list. Senator Ashurst said If the asbestos mining Industry was given protection, it could produce within five years sufficient of
this muterial to supply the American
market.
The agricultural essay contest which
was such a pronounced hit during the
last Farm and Home Week at the uni
versity at Tucson, Ariz., will he repeated this year. Last year the State
Bankers' Association was the force
which made possible the cash prizes
This year cash prizes of $15, $10 and
$5 will be offered for the three best
essays. The contest Is open to all persons growing crops In Arizona and hns
a purpose to create a greater interest
In Improved methods of agriculture,
Farm and Home
and to stimulate
Week activities.
-Superior

CHINA-JA-

TOWARD

TURNING
QUESTION
AGREEMENT; HALT

IS NOT DEADLOCK.
(Weetern Nempiper Union

News

St nice.)

Formal negotiations
Washington.
of the arms conference Is at a standstill, but delegates continued personul
to
which
consultations
appeared
strengthen the general confidence of
an early solution of all the points remaining at Issue.
With definite capital ship ratios
agreed upon by all five of the principal
powers, there was reveared a feeling
that limitation of auxiliary craft was
largely a minor question of detail In
the settlement of which the individual
desires of the nations could be generally accepted. The view was expressed
that the real business of the confer
ence had been accomplished In the limitation of first-linships.
France is to present her estimates
for auxiliary vessels to the naval committee, and nlthough she is expected
to nsk for a submarine and cruiser
strength out of proportion to the capitnl ship ratio fixed for her, no one
appears to regard the prospect of adjusting her claims ns difficult. It Is
not understood to be regnrded as essential by conference lenders that capital ship ratios be applied rigidly down
the line through smaller vessels.
In the Shantung negotiations, too,
the informal conference developed new
indications of a trend toward agree
ment. The Japanese, who are await
ing further instructions from Toklo
regarding the terms of withdrawal
railroad,
from the
expressed the opinion that the temporary halt in formal exchanges With
the Chinese did not constitute a serious deadlock. Similar expressions
came from other delegations nlthough
the Chinese seemed Inclined to fear
that the discussions had 'encountered a
serious obstacle.
The delegates of all the powers continued un animated discussion among
themselves regarding the question of
PaInterpreting the new
cific treaty. The difference in view revealed between President Harding nnd
members of the American delegation,
relating to the application of the trea
ty to the principal Islands of the Japanese empire, furnished the chief topic
of personal conversation among many
of the foreign plenipotentiaries, who
privately expressed themselves ns unable to understand how such a situa
tion had developed.
No further explanation was forth
coming from the White House or from
members of the American arms graup,
but it was declared In State Department circles that there existed no
question of the attitude of the Ameri
can government. The interpretation
of the American delegation, it was
said, holding that the treaty does not
pplv to the major Japanese islands,
stood as the official American view.
Treaty opponents in the Semite
launched another attack, which cen
tered about the White House state
ment.
Senator Reed, Democrat, Missouri, declared that the difference of
view between the President and the
American
plenipotentiaries was new
proof that the treaty had been drafted
The whole inci"so as to deceive."
dent, he asserted, betrayed a policy
of "twisting and turning" cloaked behind a curtain of secret diplomacy.
e
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Gives Dimes to Reporter.
Savannah, Ga. John D. Rockefeller
through Savanah en route
passed
South.
lie was interviewed at the
depot by a local newspaper reporter.
When the interview was concluded
.Mr, Rockefeller said he would give the
reporter something to remember him
lie then gave him six
by.
pieces.

Send Gift to Explorer.
A Christmas gift by wireBoston.
less was dispatched to Dr. Donald B.
MacMlllan, explorer, now believed to
he at his winter base on the .west
coast of Baffin land. The gift was a
life membership in the Theta Delta
Old Founders' Corporation, and the
donors were fifty members of the so-

ciety.

To Enforce Passport Rules.
Washington. France has decided to
enforce rigidly its regulations requiring Americans entering French territory to bear passports properly vised
ofby French diplomatic or consular
ficers, the State Department has been
advised.
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Automobile Entering New Parking Grounds at Chicago.
busiChicago has a new municipal parking ground for motorists who have
ness in the loop district, where they can leave their car between the hours of
7 In the morning and 12 at night for the small charge of 25 cents. The park
has two gates, one to enter and the other to leave and a uniformed policeman
Is on guard at each place. Upon entering the grounds the driver, who Is the
Is presented with a card bearonly one allowed to drive In with the machine,
to the gate-keeping the number of his license and which he hns to present
in order to get his car. All motorists seem to be pleased with this new arrangeas their car will be much safer with the new regulation In effect.

ment,

IMPORTANT CARE

DRAINING FUEL FROM
CARBURETOR

CHAMBER

OF LUBRICATION
Suction Device Illustrated Does
Work Easily.
One Part of Car That Must Be
Right and Needs Special Care
to Remove Tank or Dis
Not
in Cold

Necessary
connect Heating and Feed Connections Any Water or Particles Drawn Out.

Weather.

KEROSENE IS GOOD CLEANSER
When Freezing Weather Arrives Test
Oil to See If It Is Adapted to New
Do Not Permit
Conditions
Water to Accumulate.

automobiles no
In some
provision is made for draining the cai
buretor, or vacuum tank, without
moving them or disconnecting the
heating and feed connections and allowing the fuel In the vacuum tank to
run off through the disconnected feed
pipe. All this makes a lot of work
and trouble merely to remove the few
drops of water or particles of dirt that
Interfere' with the operation of the
carburetor.
The little device shown in the drawing will quickly draw all the fuel from

r

Do not neglect to overhaul your
lubricating system until winter Is far
advanced. It Is a lob which the ordi
nary man avoids, because It gets his
hands dirty. But serious trouble may
follow If the work Is not done in time
writes Albert N. Atkinson in the New
York World.
Winter, with Its low
AtVEBSZD
1.
remnernture. hrlncs unusual conditions.
a
on
used
lubricants
and the various
car must be adapted to the change.
Doubtless the oil in the crank case
A$
)
v1
has been changed every 1,000 to 1,500 I'SoS?
miles during the summer, a rule which
iflMerAfc maim
m I
should be followed all winter. But
1
frennentlv the motorist neglects to
clean out the crank case when chang
ing oils and sq,the dirt and grit re
main in the bottom of the sump to
contaminate the new oil.
When Draining the Contents of the
Use Kerosene Method.
Float Chamber and
Carburetor
Vacuum-FeeTank of an AutomoProperly the oil base should be re
moved and the strainer, pump and
bile, the Suction Device Illustrated
nlnles thorouehlv cleaned. A new
Makes It Unnecessary to Disconnect the Float Chamber.
gasket must then be fitted around the
Joints. This is more of a job than the
the carburetor and vacuum tank withn vera ire man wishes to undertake, so
the kerosene method may be consid- out removing anything but the cover
of the float chamber.
ered fairly satisfactory.
Two pieces of metal tubing are inBefore mittine In the new oil let
a
cork,
us consider whether It Is adapted to serted through
Into a quart bottle. One tube
fitted
or
season
not.
The
the new
working
leads to a common type of small bitemperature will be the same, but the
cycle pump, In which the leather washof
blast
to
oil sump Is exposed
every
er on the plunger has been reversed
cold air coming through the radiator
to produce suction instead of presand the oil may be chilled to a point
Is dropped Into the
where it cannot flow. As soon as sure. A
short rubber connection between the
freezing weather arrives make a cold
to serve as a check
test of the oil as follows: place half pump and bottle,
valve.
n tumbler of the oil in some exposed
By removing the screws holding the
place wdiere It may be acted on by cover of the float chamber It can be
the outside temperature, watcn it
rubber tuba
from day to day. If It thickens up lifted off, then the second
is inserted so that its end will reach
Is
It
time
to
at
run
and refuses
any
not suited to your engine. Use a the lowest part of the float chamber.
which will Upon operating the pump, the contents
oil
one
or
slightly thinner
not be too sluggish at the low tem- of the carburetor and vacuum tank
are sucked Into the bottle without
peratures usually met at your latitude. If Inconvenient or Impossible to spilling a drop, and any water or parof dirt that may be present will
chance the oil Immediately, keep the ticles
be brought along. Popular Mechanics
car In a warm place and do not take
It out until the engine has run ten Magazine.
minutes or so and warmed up the oil.
The hot oil flowing back Into the
sump soon brings it to a temperature
where the cold will have no bad effect
upon It. If obliged to let the enr
stand any length of time with engine
Every motor vehicle In Madrid,
not running, you will of course blnn-ke- t
the radiator which not only pro- Spain, must be equipped with a muffler
tects the cooling system but the oil silencer.
as well.
A tire will "give out" sooner from
Danger Often Overlooked.
than from almost any othThere Is one danger which is fre- overloading
er cause.
acquently overlooked and that Is an
cumulation of water at the bottom of
The Free City of Danzig, Poland,
the sump or oil well. This comes
with a population of 350,000, has 561
from the products of combustion leadmotor vehicles.
ocing past the piston and also from
casional leakage of the cooling system.
Truck tractors used with
If the sump is exposed to freezing
trailers are registered as one vehicle
If
will
freeze.
water
this
temperature
In Pennsylvania.
there Is enough of It, some may freeze
In the oil pump, wrecking It. So draw
New York city has been assigned
off a little oil from the bottom of the
243,000 license plates for passenger
sump at least once a week, carefully
automobiles for 1922.
draining out all water, If found. e
Change the grease In the
Unlversals do require greasing and
and differential case to a heavy olj.
Idea to grease the joints
A
grease or gear compound It is a good
two months or so.
will thicken up In winter and will every
not penetrate where It should.
The production of motor vehicle
So pay careful attention to these de
as lubrication of the car is a hi the United States this year, It is
tails,
I
matter which simply MUST be right said, will exceed 1,70000 cars.
d
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Two Women Killed in Blast
Columbus, Ohio. While police reported twelve dead nnd forty Injured,

showed only two
basement gas ex
tension that nartiallv wrecked Wright's
women's
furnishing store on Main
street. Thirty-fivInjured are being
rnred for nt four hospitals.. A police
sergeant, who directed the work of
removing the dead nnd injured, re
ported twelve persons were known to
be dead. The exact cause of the ac
cident could not be determined.
a check of hospitals
iionit nn n result of a
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California Man Fits Out Expedition to Recover Cargo of
Capt. Frank Canton Once More
Gold and Whisky.
Active in Tracing Cattle
Los Angeles, Cal One million dolThieves in Southwest.
lars in gold and 364 barrels of

coast, the ship had to put out to sea,
taking the Swedish guards away to
Germany.
perial Navy Adept SmugIn Sweden and in Finland many of
the coast population get their living
glers, Is Charge.
by smuggling and refuse to go fishing
tnd carry on their legitimate trades.
ENORMOUS In Finland, where total prohibition
ILLICIT
TRAFFIC
prevails, conditions are even worse
than In Sweden. Fishing there has
entirely ceased, It is said, because
Many Stirring Storiet About Smug- rum running is far more profitable
Difficult
gler and Their Doings
business.
for Swedish Coastguards to
Stop Them.
SAYS HE HAS FOUND A PLANET
Dr. Hartman, South American Astronomer, Places It Between
Jupiter and Mars.
Buenos Aires, Argentina. The discovery of a new planet In the group
of asteroids, which revolve between
the orbits of Jupiter and Mars, is announced by Dr. Hartmann, directof of
the observatory of the University of
LaPlata.
The planet Is of the fourteenth
magnitude and Is seen at present from
this latitude In the constellation Cetus,
which lies south of the "great square"
of Pegasus, now visible In the evening
sky.

favor of smuggling enterprise.
The craft engaged In this trade are
schooners,
generally small,
of
captained, as a rule, by
the Imperial Germnn navy. Many of
the skippers bear names well known
in the records of submarine activity.
Their daring and experience makes it
very difficult for Swedish coastguards
to stop them.
Landed After Night.
From Iteval, Rostock, Stettin,
and other German ports these
vessels put to sea, their cargo always
consigned, according to tho ship's pa
pers, to some Finnish port. Once
among the rocky archlpelngo of eastern Sweden, the cargo Is landed piecemeal after nightfall on the rocks, from
which It Is later removed by accomplices ashore, who have a widely ramified organization for the Inland disOld Lexington
House Where
tribution of the goods.
This illicit traffic Is suld by Swedish
Lincoln
Courted Her Is
papers to be enormous. The papers
to Be Memorial.
are full of stirring stories about smuggle af.ui their doings. They remain
outside the territorial waters, cruising
about until their friends seize tlielr
$20,000 FUND IS NECESSARY
chance to rush out in fast motor boats,
often In a heavy gale, transship the
g

sixty-year-o- ld

m
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This Is an Ingenious French contrivance which instantaneously converts the finest walks and boulevards
into billboards. The cost of operation
Water coming
Is close to nothing.
through the roller In the form of a
spray passes through a perforated belt
and as the machine Is wheeled along
It leaves, a wet advertisement that remains until the sun dries It up.
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To Save Home
of Mary Todd
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Lately the police .have started a
to
scheme
beat the rum runners at
their own game. The other day a
police boat, camouflaged as a smuggling craft, boarded a German schooner and loaded up to the gunwale from
the schooner's hold, unconscious of
the fact that the schooner was Just
outside the territorial limit. When the
policemen tried to leave the schooner
without paying, the smugglers threatened to throw them overboard and
there was nothing for them but to pay
Carry Off Guards.
In another case, the correspondent
was told, a gale blew up soon after
tne coast guarns naa Doaruea a snip
which happened to be within the three-mil-e
limit, and, owing to the dangerous

Building, Now a Confectionery Store,
Is Admirably Preserved House In
Which Mrs. Lincoln Was
Born, Destroyed.
Lexington, Ky. The home of Mary
Todd Lincoln, where she livedfrom
early childhood until her marriage to
Abraham Lincoln, will be purchased as
a memorial to her and a museum for
the preservation of Lincoln furniture,
manuscripts and other relics owned In

Lexington.

The old Todd home at 574 West
Main street, once a saloon and now a

soft drink stnnd and boarding house
for railroad employees, is on the market for the first time In many years.
The site Is being sought for business
purposes by persons who wish to tear

Munn Home for Premier Lloyd George

-

down the home. The owner Is T. N.
Arthur, proprietor of the confectionery.
Well Preserved.
The building is in a splendid state
of preservation and the qualntness of
the interior has not been destroyed by
several partitions, easily removed. The
historic rooms where Mary Todd spent
her happy girlhood, where she received Mr. Lincoln, and where they
visited after their marriage have not
been changed.
While the Lincoln farm at Hodge-vlll- e
and the cabin In which he was
born have been acquired and beautl
lieu ior tne nutlon at the cost of a
million dollars, the part which Mrs.
Lincoln had in preserving the nation
has not been recognized.
The house
In which she was born has been de
stroyed, only part of the old founda
tlon remaining ns the basts for another
home at 501 West Short street, Lexing
ton.

Option Obtained.
An option has been obtained on the
property and civic and historical clubs
have become interested. The proper
ty can be bought for $14,000 and it is
thought that $5,000 or $7,000 would be
needed lo restore it.
June 18, 1856, Abiuham Lincoln, his
wife, Mary Todd Lincoln, and others
conveyed the property to Benjamin F.
Edge to settle the estate of Robert S.
Todd, deceased, and the deed of record
is In the Fayette county courthouse.
Plans for the ceremonies attending
the dedication. If the home is purchased, would Include an Invitation to
Robert Lincoln, son of the martyred
President, and Mrs. Ben Fardln Helm,
a resident of Fayette county, who Is a
sister of Mrs. Lincoln.

whisky have been located by
a citizen of this city and he is now
OF OUTLAWS fitting out an expedition to recover
TERROR
The fortunate man is
the treasure.
F. B. Mansfield, a real estate dealer,
Law Enforcer of Earlier Day Built who learned of the wealth awaiting
Reputation Which Strikes Fear In
him while on a vacation tour in north-er- a
Heart of Bad Men of the
California.
The gold and whisky formed the
Range.
cargo of the ship Brother Jonathan,
Oklahoma City, Okla. Cnpt. Frank which sank off Crescent City on July
Canton, terror of bandits, outlaws and 30, 1S65. Official data obtained In
thieves has "hit the trail" again after
a few years of virtual retirement here.
He is after cattle thieves exclusively
now and Is making it warm for men
engaged In that business. The Osage
bills called him a few weeks ago and
he's now out among the rich Indians
getting evidence to convict men of
stealing cows.
"This work Isn't like that of the old
days," Captain Canton says. "I don't
go to the hills and the sticks, the caves
and the canyons and underbrush like I
did as a young man. My duties are to
assist the county attorney in prosecutions after our field men and sheriffs
have roilnded up the men charged with
cattle stealing."
Was Head of National Guard.
Captain Cunton Is Oklahoma agent
Cattle
of the
Raisers' association, an organization
that he represented for several years
before Governor llnskell appointed
him adjutant general of the Oklahoma
Natlonul Guard.
Verv seldom are cattle stolen in
Oklahoma that belong to members of
the cattle raisers' association, Captain
Canton says. The association maintains inspectors at the principal ship
ping and selling points and cattle be
longing to members bear the association brand. An Inspector Is under no
obligation, Indeed has no authority, to
apprehend cattle that do not bear that
Sank Off Crescent City.
brand or make Inquiry of the supposed
owner ns to how he came In posses Washington confirms the statement
sion of the cattle.
regarding the cargo and sinking of
Presence Having Wholesome Effect. the vessel, which carried several hunThe presence of Frank Canton In dred persons to their grave.
the cattle country, old and stooped as
Mr. Mansfield Is at Berkeley, Cal.,
fitting out an expedition to salvage
He has obtained the
the treasure.
services of a diver with which he expects to reach the sunken vessel. The
wreck Is said to lie In 320 feet of
water and to be readily accessible to
divers.
Mr. Mansfield becnme Interested In
the sunken treasure while visiting in
Crescent City and talking with a
pioneer of Hie town. He was shown
the rock that had sent the ship to Its
doom and with that as a starting
point, he used a special Instrument
designed to detect the presence of
precious metals. This Instrument, he
declares, accurately locates sunken
efgold and he Is certain the salvage
forts will be richly rewarded.
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TORRID LETTERS WIN DIVORCE
Husband Also Testifies That When
He Was Sick Wife Refused to '
Take Care of Him.

Bank Deposit of 1819
Reaches Big Balance
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On August 5, 1819, Dr. John
Sullivan Thorne opened an account with a bank In New York
city, depositing $5. A year later
he added $10. No other deposit
was made. Today the bank book,
now showing accumuhited Interest and principal, totals
It is held in trust, pending the settlement of the estnte
of Samuel S. Ilaslett, a recluse.
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Costly Stockings Cause Divorce.
Chicago. Because he refused to pay
When David Lloyd George arrives in Washington for the conference on $3.50 for a pair of stockings for his
the limitation of armaments, he will occupy this residence, the home of Mrs. wife, Albert Larson has been divorced.
The couple had been married 17 years.
Charles A. Munn, which her son, Gurnee Munn, offered the British premier.
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America.

Practical Farmer of Cali'fornia Is Sent
to Peru by Capitalists to Investigate Concession Offered by
the Government.
Mrs. Estelle Wills Is a
farmer of Oakdale, near
Stockton, Cal. She .does not pretend
ito be an Irrigation expert, but she has
driven and climbed over every dam In
he Sierras.
Whpn the farmers of her county
n tnni. nn a hta -IVV.il -H.nirinnil
.nnfA a
" - n
nnnicu
icywi v" "6
friction and hydraulic power enter-ls- e
they sent Mrs. Wills east to find
At- all about it and tell them what
they wanted to learn. She took 40
California turkeys with her to sell .to
the Boston Yankees.
Then some men with money who
had investments In Peru began to look
New York

practical

BOTTOM

BANDIT TRAIL

Im-

Rum
Stockholm.
running Into
has develSweden from Germany
oped Into something like a public
newspapers.
scandal, ,.say Swedish
ThVDr&en nature of the coast line
and the thousands of small islands
dotting the sea approaches are all In

SEEKS TREASURE

AGAIN TAKES

ON OCEAN

Rum Runners
Former Officers of German

NEW MEXICO

One soon discovers Hint she knows a
whole lot about other things thnn
farming, but she does not look it. She
too easily for a lady
pundit.
for someone to send down there. They smiles
were offered by the Peruvian govern- Maybe that's why she gets so much
information.
ment an enormous land concession on
condition that they would colonize and
cultivate It. They picked Mrs. Wills
for that Job,
Bank of England Home
She went to Peru several months
to Be Entirely Rebuilt
ago and has Just returned after seeing
a whole lot more than Peru. She had
London. The famous Bank
raced over the Andean peaks In a little
of England building will soon
American car, finished her work In
be entirely rebuilt, made several
Peru and then had motored, ridden on
floors higher and thoroughly renand
canoes
in
and
trains
steamboats,
ovated Inside and out.
all
In
a Journey
swnm a little way
The bank's growth necessiaround the continent, and nil alone.
tated establishment of offices
Mrs. Wills told a reporter all about
outside the old Threndneedle
It at the Hotel Pennsylvania. She Is a
area, where It Is located. It Is
widow, young, with large, bright, sharp
now planned to reunite all these
eyes. She looks as If she could make
under one roof. Efforts to prethe old ladles perfectly comfortable at
serve the original features of
new
ones
some
the
teach
young
tea,
the
building will be made.
would
steps, give all a luncheon they
simply coo over and then tnke the
local pet college youth oyt on the tenThere are nearly COO sulphur mines
nis court and trim him to a
In the Island of Sicily.

Terror of Bandits.
he Is, Is suld to have a wholesome effect. He was as courageous a man
thirty years ugo as ever rode the
plains, and his intuition, perception
and Judgment were not excelled by
uny other law enforcer of the West.
Wyoming, where he was sheriff, felt

his uncanny power. Montana outlaws
escnpaded far nway from his bailiwick.
To Texas rangers he taught the arts
In the 1'unhandle of
of
Texas, In New Mexico, In Colorado
his
and in northwestern Oklahoma
name gave law violators chills.
HOBOES AVENGE BENEFACTOR
Drag In Man
-Stealing Stickpin From

for

Social Worker.

Cincinnati, O A number of torrid
(ove letters from Chlcngo men which
Charles F. Mondnry, 29, railroad clerk,
554 Laurel street, this city, Introduced
ns pvtilence in domestic relations court
here, and which he testified were writ
ten to his wife, Mary Mondnry, twenty-sevenow In Chicago, secured a divorce for him.
One letter written by the wife to
Mondnrv snld : "I find there are lots of
Chlcngo bachelors who are openly
waiting for a nice little girl tor a
pal nnd see that she Is well provided
for. That Is Just how I nm sailing
along now. Let me know how you
are getting along. As always, Mary."
that his wife
Mondnry testified
would not mend his clothes or cook
his nienls when they lived together
In Chlcngo and when he was sick In
1017 she would not tnke rnre of him,
hut brought him home to his wealthy
parents and left him.

Burning Pigeons Fall
As Rockets Into River

CONTROL OF UNRULY HORSES
As

Salklness Is Largely a Nervous
Disorder, Quietness and Kindness Are Essential.

(Prepared by the United Bute Department
of Agriculture.)
Some work horses, although a little
cold shouldered, will pull when one
started. As balklness seems to be
largely a nervous trouble, quietness and
kindness must be used at all times,
says the United States Department of

Agriculture. Before any persuasive
treatment Is tried the bearing of the
harness should be examined to determine if It Is hurting the horse and
thus causing the balklness. If nothing Is wrong, place a rope or strap
around the knees of the horse and pull
straight to the front, which will generally Induce him to move a step at a
time, and thus gradually resume his
work. Where It Is repeated several
times this persuasive treatment Is
usually sufficient to get the horse to
pull.
In case the horse is a confirmed
balker, throws himself, nnd refuses to
get up, something out of the ordinary
must be done to attract the animal's
attention. The horse should be hitched
with a good pulling animal and when
down should be held In that position
by having two men sit on his head
and neck. Then take a bucket of water and pour a very small stream on
the animal's nose, occasionally allowing a little to fall Into the upturned
nostril. The animal will struggle to
rise, but he should be held down for
about two minutes, with the water
trickling on the muwle all the time.
The horse then should be permitted
to get on his feet, nnd If he goes down
a second time the trentment should
be repeated. It Is only rarely that a
balky horse of this, character will
throw himself a third time where this
treatment Is followed.
If the animal still refuses to move
forward, however, a loop should be
dropped under the tall as a crupper,
extending forward through the halter
ring, and fastened to a good pulllog
As the word Is given, the
horse.
horse should be started, the wagon
being pulled by the mate of the balky
horse and the balky horse being pulled
by the horse at the end of the rope.
As soon ns the balky animal shows an

Scotland, an Excellent Specimen
the Morgan Breed.

of

Inclination to move by himself, the
tension of the rope should be rebe tightened
leased and should
again only when the balker hesitates or stops. This treatment Is generally effective In curing a balky horse
nnd should never be attended by punishment with the whip.
GRAIN

FEED

NOT

ESSENTIAL

Sheep Will Do Well Where Leguminous
Roughage and Corn Silage
Are Available.

Grain feeding of sheep during tho
early winter months Is not absolutely
essential where a leguminous roughage and good corn silage or roots are
available; but the best results are obtained when a small amount of grain
Is fed regularly throughout the winter nnd Increased Just previous to
Two parts whole oats and
lambing.
one part wheat bran, by measure,
niake a good mixture. If some grain
is fed during the winter, less will be
required near lambing time. Old ewes,
especially, need plenty of good feed to
bring about maximum results.
HOG SHOULD BE PROTECTED
Too Many Farmers Have Idea That
"Any Place Is Good Enough"
for the Animals.

St. Paul, Minn. When an
employee of a wholesale proda
dived
through
uce Ann
second-storwindow to escape
flumes which were consuming

of
New York. The
the Bowery scoured lodging houses
r
and poolrooms and then dragged
the building Thursday night,
the notice a man whom they ac
hundreds of pigeons followed
cused of having snatched a $125 stick
As they merged from the
liim.
a
social
pin from Herman Muller,
w indow the black backbroken
restaurant early
worker, In on east-sidground of night made noticeable:
today.
spots of flame on wings and
'
Muller was following his weekly custails of many of the birds. Thell
to
the
"feeds"
free
tom of distributing
course was over the Mississippi-riverunlucky, with the
economically
Fanned by the motion of
troubles
ones telling him their
the flames spread until
flying
.lTirlnc the meal, when two of his guests
birds were enveloped and
the
set upon him and escaped with the pin.
many of them, like falling
A detective to whom Muller reporteu
Into
the
dropped
rockets,
his loss climbed on a table and told the
stream.
that It was a shame
for their benefactor to be treated so
shabbily and that If they did not get
Goods.
the culprits they would have him Tarred and Feathered Stepson's
Mrs.
N.
Winona
J.
Atlantic
City.
to reckon with.
Moore Is held in 500 ball for applyfeathers to her stepson's
and
ing tar
Fumeu From Still Kill Girl.
Detroit. Mich. Fumes from a whisky furniture. According to the complaint,
"malic ous mischief" was aone
still killed Grnce Bartoleta, three years th
Little hope Is held for tne re- after the woman had a quarrel with
old.
In which the stepson
covery of her two sisters and mother, the boy's father
opposed her.
who were also overcome.
be-f,i-
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Most farmers have the Idea that any
place Is good enough for a hog. This
is a mistake, for the hog Is more susceptible to cold than a horse, a cow,
or a steer, because he Is not so well
protected as are the larger animals.
The minute a hog Is put Into a house
where drafts blow on him he Is almost
sure to contract pneumonia or some
other similar trouble. If he Is kept
In a dry,
place, where
he can stay In comfort, he is not apt
to become diseased.

WAY TO PREVENT PNEUMONIA
Pens Should Be Warm, With Dry
Floors and Beds Free From Dust
and All Moisture.
Warm bouses with dry floors and
beds free from dust and moisture ar
necessary to prevent pneumonia among
pigs. Ventilation must be provided
so the house will not steam up, but
die pigs should not be forced to sleep
In a cold draught.

.
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The Passing Years
whose cup of life
o'er brimmed
With joys that could not
be coiitalnedi
O yean whose light of joy
wa drained)
Though on our lire are graven deep
The recordi of your fleeting stay,
When we with you did laugh or weep,
You took no thought of us away.
YEARS

O year to come, in lilent file,
Out of the future nearing fast,
You oon will pass ui by and, while
We greet you, mingle with the

Mar
Copyright,
WW

our

way,

What deep regrets you'll leave
hind.

be-

And yet we welcome in ita turn
Each new year whate'er giftt it

bringt

For ever in our heard doth burn
A tpark of hope for better thingt
Ever unquenched to live and glow
Till fade the atart from out the
In that great day when we (hall know
That all our yeart hare patted ua

by.

Walter Lewis Fatteaon
State Register,

In

the Illinois
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Peace on Earth f
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T WAS a farm house of the colonial
time, built before the architects

were about. It was broad at the
bottom, but broader at the top,
with eaves where the swallows
could nest In communal force. And
the eaves reached down so low to
the ground that I have myself
ridden on" the rear slope from the
bit! chimney and dashed Into a
snowdrift and none the worse for
It. There were snow piles In those
days! Almost to the eaves them
selves! And under those eaves-C- od
bless them! there were warm hearts; and
there were also doughnuts In huge piles, and
compumpkin pies in rows; and there were other
forts, for no one bad then discovered bacteria, and
we were In no danger from eating good food.
When we got cold outdoors we could go inside
and he wanned Internally. The house was painted
red, for that was the warm color, like the fire In
the chimney, und I know no other reason why all
farm houses were of that color. Only
the front was white, and there were green blinds
I think It was the fashion, and the time never
was when anyone would be out of fashion InFashion, you
novators and radicals excepted.
must know, Is simply doing what others do, and
not bothering your bead about It, and believing
what others believe, with Just as little trouble
to yourself. It Is a beautiful way of keeping us
all alike, for what might come of it If no two ever
did the same thing, or believed the same thing,
or wore the snme coat, or, for that matter, loved
the same pprson? The
people had a reason for the catechism. It was a good one. It kept
them all together, like a regiment. Nowadays
there are some who would even throw away the
dictionary and spell the Lord knows how Just as
each one pleases.
Over the double door reached the big arms of a
great butternut. Do you know there Is no tree in
all the world so homeful as a butternut? Its arms
are like those of a father, and it has not a stingy
trult iibout It. Then you should lie, as I have, In
.September, and hear of a night the nuts falling
off, one, or two, or three at a time on the roof.
Itat, tnt, tat, unlll our dreams were full of the
Joys of the morning; or, for that matter, even of
the puddings, which should come of It when the
meats were enough to fill a big bowl. Yes, Indeed
a butternut pudding, with a plenty of cider, is
good even in dreamland. To the back of the house
was mi orchard, where Spltzenbergs and Pearmalns
grew. Some of the trees leaned so that we could
walk up them, and sit with the birds. I, when a
boy, knew a robin so well that she built her nest
within live feet of me, while I whistled and talked
to her. To the side of the orchard stood a fine
grove of basswood, In which were fifty hives of
bees, In two long houses two rows In each house.
There Is nothing so wonderful In the world as an
It Is fit for worship.
apple orchard In blossom.
The trees are friendly and hearty. Their arms
come low down to the ground, as If reaching after
us. What weulth of blossom I There Is no suggestion of niggardliness. Ah, even now I see the
old grandmother in her chair, when the petals
came down in a great shower and laid lovingly on
her white hair. And the blessed mother beside
her also. Nuture loved them. There was a sweet
fitness, and when we boys cnme to their side and
brdUKlit the ripest Pearmalns and Lady Sweets,
and otherwise Identified them with the fruit,
But how shall I ever
It whs out of our hearts.
get to New Year's at this rate, for I am not yet
half around the house, and my soul will not let
me hurry on. To see things nnd hear things when
(hoy happen Is well enough ; but, nh, to have them
In one's self and be able to call them out of the
'TIs better than
l rtnviry, that Is worth the while.
imy phonograph.
There was an offset In the turf, just beyond
(he linrveat pear; and this was where the little
mother had her pinks, and popples, and bachelor
buttons, nnd cinnamon roses, and
It was a place of marvelous beauty, and of
marvelous work of that I can testify. But It
was dollclous In the early morning, before the day
was on a gridiron and again after sundown. You
should have seen the little mother and Granny
Williams, or some other one, going about this
treasure Island In the midst of the world. "Ah,
this t" and "Ah, that I" "It smells like a fresh
"Indeed,"
young babe," said Granny Williams."
said the little mother, "but I had not thought of
a
It
has
soft
pinkish
that ; but, as likely as not, for
yellow color." Then she would snuff at It, like
any professor examining a new chemical mixture.
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the time she was gathering In her apron
dropped rose leaves and poppy leaves to press between the leaves of the big Bible.
A little down the slope lay the vegetable garden
of my father, full of long, narrow beds, all turned
over each year by the spade and the spine. Oh,
Lord but yet I have the memory of It In my back.
Why had they not thought of gardens to be furrowed by horsepower? But they had not. I think
because they were yet too full of Old England,
und a Yankee was, after all, the most Imitative
creature in the world. He shook his fist, and
wagged his tongue like the great bell at Moscow
at the world Englishman, but for all that he was
himself English, both in his stomach and in his
head. He not only spaded his gardens, but he
took his snuff like an Englishman, ml he built
his fence after an English pattern. What else
could explain why he hud so many little yards
about our house, and built our house close down
by the road? As If wo were crowded into a little
Island, and had not room enough to turn around
In. We are more Independent now, and really
are getting some notions of our own. But then
our house stood only a stone's throw from the
highway, and there was a little box of a yard In
front, and this was full of locust trees and honey- suckles, nnd there at nlglit the honey moths would
in the blossoms. George
come and play high-spIII, our great gray cat, would sit down to look
at one that came too near for what was It? a
bird or a butterfly? And like all of us, he was
a bit of a naturalist. He liked very much to classichoicfy the world, but never hesitated to put the
est specimens in his stomach, which is, I see, the
way with other scientists. They will eat a
megalothoporold ns quick as a pig.
But you should have seen the "sturtlons," as they
grew In rows nil about the vegetable beds, for our
father also had an eye to beauty. Did he not set
hollyhocks all about his corn fields? Then, when
the great stalks of crimson and gold stood up In
summer, and the folk that went by to church
stopped to look with admiration, he said, "Truly,
one shall not live by bread alone." And he llke.d
best those neighbors who looked the longest, as
the little mother liked best those who ate most of
her goodies. The saffron, and dill, and the rue
nnd rosemary, and carraway, and fennel, and the
of
mints, grew by the brook that ran down back
the house and garden ; nnd, indeed, there were
also more of these herbs that stood always In the
may look ;
place of a family doctor. Indeed, you And
as for
but it was not so bad an exchange.
the notions, they may have been no worse than
the guesses of the profession nowadays.
There is no good living where there are no
brooks, and this was a brook of the first water.
It bubbled out of a rocky hollow, some little secret
cavern, and then It laughed and tumbled for half
a mile before it got over its fun. The little mother
In summer would walk with us there, and she
would sometimes say, "Now, let us go father over
to the glen, where the bigger brook Is, and the
ferns, and the wltchhnzel and the yellow birch,
and the beechdrops." Oh, it wns glorious fun!
But at night, after work, the dear father would
come early from the field, and say, "Now, let us
all go for strawberries." Then ah, but how cau
I tell you such delicious joys You know nothing
of wild strnwberrles. much less do you know the
delight of creeping about the meadows and down
while the bobolink
by the stumps In the pastures,
whistles, nnd the brooks gurgled, as we gathered
the long stems that lay lovingly against the grass.
Where are we? I had no business out of season
and in midwinter to take you through snow banks
to pick strawberries. But 'tis such tricks the memonce back to the house.
ory plays. We will get at
The front door, as you see, opens Just In the middle In halves, and from that the hall runs back as
straight as a Puritan's nose, right through everything, till it lands In the big kitchen. And the two
halves of the door swing open Separately. Iknow
not why It was, unless It were an Inheritance from
be able to look
pioneer days, when It was well to
out and parley a little before opening the wny for
an Indian rush. So, at any rate, all the doors In
those days were cut across the middle. In the big
yard was the woodshed, and that was full of plies
of wood as dry as tinder. It was the comfort of
winter, and the very right arm of a successful
home. From the woodshed we all went, kicking
first the dirt from our boots, Into the great living
room, where we were all together. Over this door
was twined with care a great bittersweet, and
all over the stone curb of the well was a wild
clematis.
"Father," said the little priestess, " 'tis as well
to cultivate the beautiful and enjoy It Why
All

'

!

g

snould It all be shut up In books?" "It is so,"
said my father. "God made the world, and he
put the flowers here as well as the potatoes. I
have no patience with those who do not follow
"To be sure," said my little mother, "and
God."
the weeds are here to teach us diligence and patience." "But the quack," said my father, "that
might as well be left out." "And the burdocks,"
said she, "are excellent for beer, and the leaves
are good for draughts."
"Perhaps, if we could
see it," sutd he, "all things are good." '"Tis for
us to make the best of everything," said she. And
as our Jim cnme up, she put her hnnd on his
arm und on mine, and then said slowly; "'Tis a
world In which we can make beautiful boys and
if first we ourselves are right. Wnat more
girls

could we ask"
And the birds, ah, but you should have seen how
they nested about that house. "They will eat all
the cherries," said my Uncle George, and he rapped
his cane lustily on the floor of the porch. But our
father smiled and said, "Let us count them all
Into our family, and plant for them also when we
plant." So he put in a few rows of peas more,
and said, "They are for the orioles." And a dozen
cherry trees down by the fence were for the robins,
and for the cedar birds who have a cherry tooth.
Then he went up to the wood's edge, nearby the
big beeches, where there were wild cherries, and
Into these he put scions of finer sorts; "for the
birds, my boys." So the robins, and the bluebirds,
and the wrens, and Indigo birds, and the goldfinches, and the catbirds, and all other sorts of
thrushes and finches, and I can't tell you how many
more, came to us; and they filled the trees with
nests, and they paid for all they took In song and
helpful labor. And a robin built its nest In the
window seat of his bedroom and sang to him In
the morning, while he lay In his bed. Ah, yes,
they worked well together, my father and the

O LOOK back

upon the past

year, and see how little we
have striven, and to what
small purpose, and how
often we have been cowardly and hung back, or
temerarious and rushed unwisely in ;
and how every day and all day long
we have transgressed the law of kindness; it may seem a paradox, but in
the bitterness of these discoveries a
certain consolation resides.
Life is not designed to minister to
He goes upon his
a man's vanity.
long business most of the time with
a hanging bend, and all the time like
Full of rewards and pleasa child.
ure as It Is so that to see the daybreak or the moon rise, or to meet
a friend, or to hear dinner call when
he Is hungry, fill him with surprising
joys this world is yet for him no
abiding city. Friendships fall through,
health fails, weariness assails him ;
year after year he must thumb the
hardly varying record of his own
weakness and folly.
It Is a friendly process of detach
ment.
When the time comes that he
should go, there need be few illusions
left about himself. Here lies one who
meant well, tried a little, failed much ;
surely that may be his epitaph, of
which he need not be ashamed. Nor
will he complain at the summons,
which calls a defeated soldier from the
field; defeated, ay, If he were Paul or
Marcus AurellusI but If there Is still
one inch of fight in his old spirit,
Give him a march with
his old bones ; there, out of the glorious
d
earth, out of the day and
the dust, and the ecstacy there goes

birds.
The barn was not far away. " 'Tis not decent,"
said the little mother. "There should be shade
for the cows and the pigs and the hens." "You another Faithful Failure.
are right, little mother," said my father; and he
brought a load of willow sticks; and he planted
thera all the way around the barn and Its yard.
And these grew and throve mightily, and at last
Quaint
they were a great grove, that httng all over the
barn and hid It. The little mother said, "Did I
not tell you?" and then she drew the breath coolly
through one corner of her mouth, as she surveyed
the transformation.
"Indeed, you did, little mother you said It and no one would have done It,
N SCOTLAND New Year's
had you not." And the hens cackled their delight,
day has even more Imporand the cows at night lay down facing the moon,
tance than Christmas. Highas It sifted In between the leaves, and all day they
land laddies form proceswere nicely comforted from the sun. And when
sions and go from house to
old Daisy went to the tub to drink she would look
house singing and receiv
up between sips, as If to say, "The Lord be praised
From Scotland
ing food and gifts.
for this shady yard." A true barnyard Is a dealso comes the curious superstition
lightful place, full of peace and love. Lilah, the
that it Is unlucky to take anything
collie, comes and puts her head through the gate
New Year's day
once an hour, and, surveying matters, says, "Yes, out of the house on
one has brought something In;
all Is as should be ; all Is correct," then she goes before
members of the family may be
back to run along where Jim and I and our father hence
seen carrying a piece of coal or any
are at work in the orchard. Or if It be and It
small object Into the house, to prevent
really Is or It ought to be, New Year's day, she misfortune
during the new year.
looks In at the kitchen window, and waits till we
fire.
curl
the
she
may
up
door
that
by
open the
A quaint New Year custom in
But George III gets up on his hind feet, to the
England, is to weave blackdoor latch and rattles It, and then waits till we
let him In. A true cat Is half human. Ah, If thorn Into a crown, singe it slightly
but If they could once get articulation, what over a fire and stand around it repeatwould come of It? It Is well that they cannot ing the words, "Old Cider." The
for they would rout out and dispossess half or crown is then hung up for luck during
more of the human sort. So with quack and the year.
e e
thistles, and talking cats, and collie dogs, we
should be made either wiser or killed off.
The wassail bowl or loving cup,
"Come," said my uncle George, "let us make our filled with spiced ale, was In use In
New Year celebrations in Old
rid
New Year's call !" In those days It was not yet
forgotten to be neighborly, and once a year we all countries, ani children would go
In on each other, and break
to
look
about the streets caroling.
expected
bread, or at least cut cake. And we sat down to a
when
and
it
bit of gossip and exchanged news;
In England December 25 was the
was over everybody knew all about everybody New Year's day until the time of Wilneed
at
to
no
It.
all
But liam
print
else, and there was
His coronation
the Conqueror.
I shall tell you nothing at all about It. It was our occurred January 1, hence the year
own business and we were simple folks, and you was ordered to begin on that day.
who live today have your big notions and your
England, however, gradually fell into
new ways and you laugh too easily. So our New unison with the rest of Christendom,
own
we
and
In
Its
went
way,
homely
by
day
Year's
an4 began the year the 25th of March.
had our culls ; and we went home at night and
The Gregorian calendar restored Janconand
were
our
and
stomachs
our
hands
rubbed
uary 1 ap the gateway of the year but
tent. Not one of us envied your telephones and It, was not until 1752 that England
s
or
ever
other
gave
telegraphs and
itfopt&t this date.
them a thought. Bless the Lord, enough Is enough,
Idea
more
have
of
any
and it Is not likely you
The custom of exchanging New Year
what will be about a hundred years from now.
resents still holds in France and the
call
you savages, fish, Latin
Indeed I think they will
covxtrleti.
but what a world of conceit It is.

New Year Customs
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squeal,"
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"Grunt, grunt, grunt," said
Porky Pig.
"It's the best thing I ever
heard of," said Brother

past.

Though on your front the unbeami
play)
With garlands gay your brows be
twined
We know, when you hare patted

Western Newspaper Union,

1921,

f EljfsQUEAL,
pt
' emu ,unj cqueal,
Bacon.

"It most certainly Is," said
Sammy

Sausage.

"I've never heard of anything so
nice," said Master Pinky Pig. '
And his mother added,'"'!
"It's fine, squeal, squeal, It's fine."
"I agree," said Miss Ham. And she
grunted five times, one grunt after the
other to show that she agreed.
"What are you all talking about?"
asked Bed Top, the rooster.
"You don't know?" asked all the
pigs.
"Oh yes, I know," said Red Top,
crowing proudly.
"Then why did you ask?" inquired
Brother Bacon.
"You haven't much sense," said Red
Top. "Of course I don't know, or I

wouldn't have asked."
"Well did I ever," grunted Miss
Ham. "You said one moment ago that
you did know and now you say you
don't know. Which do you mean? Do
you know what we were talking about
or don't you?"
"Yes," said Sammy Sausage, "that Is
what we would like to know."
"Well," said Red Top, "I don't know,
and if I had I wouldn't have asked
you. When I said I knew I thought
you all had sense enough to know that

I was Joking. It
seems that none
of you can take a
Joke."
"Take a Joke,"

repeated
Bacon.

Brother
"You say

that none ot us
can take a Joke.
Well, why should
we? A joke isn't
anything to eat.

What would we
be doing with a
Joke I'd like to
know."
"Yes,"
Porky Pig, "we'd auUMVaolT I
all' like to know what we would do
with a joke."
And all the pigs squealed.
"We'd like to know what we could
do If we took a Joke. It's nothing
in ant En itrht, c)tr.nM wa tnlrA It?"
Bed Top the rooster clucked and
rrnwed and erlnneH.
"This is the best Joke."
"What do we care about It being
the best Joke?" asked Brother Bacon.
We've already told you we didn t
care about a Joke because It'jjas, noth
ing to eat. We don t care wnetner it
Now If you
Is a best one or not.
were talking about a best dish of food
that would be different."
"Yes, that would be quite different."
squealed the other pigs.
I was wrong," said Red Top grin
ning. "Of course you have no wish
to take a Joke because It Is nothing
to eat. I meant, of course, that
was a Joke when I pretended l Knew
what you were talking about Just
after I had asked you that question.
I wouldn't huve asked you If I had
known, as I have said before. And
I wouldn't have bothered to have had
a litle joke with you if I had thought
that you didn't care about Joking. In
fact you care about nothing but

said

T

asL

1V,

All the pigs grinned and twisted
their little tails.
"We show we're regular pigs," said
Brother Bacon.
We'll forget about Jokes and Jok
ing then," said Red Top. "Tell mr
what you were talking about. I woula
4 like to hear. I
1 don t know reauy.
b
1
I That's the truth.
And that's not a

WtoJfcjr
f'. .AMI

Joke."

,
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"We were talking about it being such a good
thlno."
e
ulss Ham.
"What is such

asked Red Tdp.'
"This idea of
New Years resr
lutlons." said MisVN
Ham.
"You sea
we
heard that
every year around
this time folks and creatures began
making good resolutions. And we've
made ours. We think they're fine and
we hope to live up to them."
'That's good," said Red Top. "But
what are your resolutions?" he asked
after a moment.
"To get all we can to eat, each of
us," said Miss Ham. "and never tq
think or worry about anyone but
wen, l never, sam nea op. iot-j,.-..
don't know much about the real meal,
mg oi gooa resolutions, our. wnat
should I expect? After all yonj- only pigs."
"Pigs with good resolutions.
peated Miss Ham.
Old Oileleth.
Do not throw away old oilcloth.
Use It for pad for the baby.

Oh

aCALL FOR GLOVES
Demand for Twelve and

Sixteen-."""Butto-

n

NAVY VELOURS FLAPPER

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

r

'.teamMshU

SUIT

NEW MEXICO

Lengths.

1 1

ii k
.,

Gauntlet

of Domestic and Foreign
Make, of Novelty and Plain Style,
Alto Popular.

Coeds "Play Mother" With Live Baby

Developments In the glove field are
vorably commented on by the repre
sentative or a lage Hew xorK wnoie-aal- e
house, sayjAVouien's Wear. The
l traae is in a Henzy, ne says, lor iz- ucq
tengtns in reai, uibck
with a fair demand for the same
The shortage in
styles In brown.
black kid gloves makes It Impossible
to supply all the orders, many of these
of some weeks' standing remaining unfilled.
whites
Twelve and
which were earlier reported to be moving slowly, are now taking a place

O

'id

a noticeable call for
occasionally for grays In
ls type of glove.
Suedes, too, are
Tilling fairly well.
It must not be denied that short
gloves are in demand, but on account
of the excessive call for long numThere

isr also

itbeaver and

bers and

the comparatively

heavy

Stock of the short, an Impression is
given that short gloves are not sellAs a matter of fact the
ing well.
demand Is fair, but naturally not up
to the expectations of the wholesaler

Who provided himself freely.
J. Gauntlets of both domestic and
of novelty
and plain
Styles, are MsVery strong.
They are
eihnpathetlcallf linked with the mous- ""tfetairav aityles. . In. fMs glove the
--Jicks
aflttt, VawM"-- are
doing
equally well, whereat the whites,
beavers and grays are trailing. There
Navy velours Is trimmed with astra
has also been a fair amount of busi- khan fur to make this charming little
ness ob the
Biarritz lamb street suit for the "flapper."

T INCOLN, NEB. The home econom
ics department of the University
of Nebraska has a real live little
baby upon which to practice. The
baby is five months old. There are
30 young girls in the class. These 30
girls will take turns about taking care
of the baby. Each girl will devote one
week to its care.
This baby is known as Kathryn Ma
rie. Her surname Is suppressed by the
school officials. She will remain incog
nito during the months through which
she will be practiced upon by the Inexperienced school girls. It Is known
however, that she comes of a good family. It Is also known that her people
are very poor practically destitute.
Baby Kathryn Marie will make her
home at the "home management house"
of the department of economics during her "farming out" period. Miss
Rena Marie Fuller Is Instructor in
charge of the "house." Twelve girls
live In the house for six weeks. Then
these 12 leave and make room for a

There is talk of a coming demand
for suede gloves, but this Is as yet
Indefinite.
It is believed that the
wholesalers are proceeding cautiously
In the direction of this style, as It
Is not yet known how well the general public will take to it on account
of its poor wearing qualities. It has
been said, hwever. that the Amerl- puJpic"Hftjs not inquire very
pnJFeplynto tile technical side of the
glove, and if the public insists the
manufacturers cannot hold back. They
personally do not object, for it is
possible to use skins In the manufacture of suede that otherwise would not

STREATOR,

In This Club?

ESS

water
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We make it a practice not to harp on
what a good
Edgeworth
like
is. We know that
to form their own judgement.
Here is one who has formed his own
Judgement:
pipe-tobac-

rs

CROWN MARGARIN COMPANY
Park & Virginia Avee.
St Louis, U. S. A.
Rot Springs, Ark., Oct 4, 1920.
Larus A Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Va.

(

ADVANCE
himself Karnghan of Chicago stopped
to sell stock In the
Illinois Tractor company of Bloom'
BRAKE LINING
Ington. "My mother put $14,000 in the
concern, and I put in $12,500 of my
Write (or the interesting story ol "Cork Insert"
own money," says Miss Crlder.
it's free.
Then came other salesmen. Miss
ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
Crlder bought from many of them.
1723 Prairia Aranu. Chtcvo
Thousands of dollars went Into a project for the manufacture of a mysterious machine, In which Miss Crlder
still has the utmost confidence.
Miss Crlder bought land In North
Dakota, In Calhoun and Pike counties
and In Virginia. Real estate traders
flocked to her with propositions to
trade land for the tract she owned
If you are troubled with pains or
In Calhoun county and In Pike counfeel tired; have headache,
aches;
Miss
and
Crlder
finally yielded
ty.
indigestion, insomnia; painful pastraded this for some Virginia land.
sage of urine, you will find relief in

COIMSEKr
rozt roues

DON'T
DESPAIR
GOLD MEDAL

snake five feet long, which he dispatched with equal rapidity. He Is 13
feet long himself. It was Immediately
after swallowing the second snake that
The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
the king cobra knocked the wire tunliver, bladder and uric add troubles and
nel aside.

Then Doctor Dltmars and his assistants, to rest their nerves, decided to
deal with the smaller cobra, nine feet

long.
They tackled him with their bare
hands.
Doctor Dltmars grabbed the
cobra round the neck, while Toomey
n
and Toggnrt helped him get the writhing body out of the cage. They carDlt-mar- s,
ried the snake to a laboratory room
and held him down on a table while
the film was removed from both his
eyes.
The three men then went back to the
sunkes.
cage of the
They tried to
The scheme of feeding hlra a snake hold him down with a hickory pole, but
rI eve less Crepe 811k Frock May Be skirt, and It was Impossible to recog to occupy his attention nnd his Jaws he slipped out from under and got
s
of his body out Into the
nize In this attractive gown the while the tweezers were plucking at
Dyed Dark and Worn Under
the dead skin over his eye failed com- passageway. He wrapped part of him
the Top Coat.
original model of gray.
pletely because the cobra swallowed a self around each of the three men, and
If you have a sleeveless crepe silk THE NEW TUNICS ARE LONG blaeksnake six and a half feet long, It was only after the hardest sort of
gulping him down completely before struggle that they were able to get
frock of a light color from the summer
days why not dye It a dark shade and Latest Garment, In Some Instances, the wire screen tunnel could be got the cobra back Inside the cage and
over his head. Followed a water shut the door upon him.
wear It under the top coat? One frock
Leaves Only Few Inches of
of cerise repe was dyed at home from
Skirt Visible.
Its original shade to black. With it
Love-Sic- k
was worn a . simple gulmpe of turJust when we thought blouses were
quoise blue georgette with three-quart- er
an
been
Had
not
for
HICAGO.
it
to end at or Just below the ac
sleeves that flared fashionably. going
idle wind that wafted the teasing
comes the long
Hatred girdle of turquoise blue cepted waistline, along
d
aroma of a
pancake
blouse
that in some Instances
"coins" was looped about the hips, and leaves again a few laches
across the pathway of Peter Kuztzl,
of
skirt
only
vis
little frock now passes on its ible. These
avenublouses, or tunics, which snappy tailor at 1501 Cleveland
TTy quite unrecoirtibed.
seems the more appropriate term for e-Peter
trico-tln- e
a
has
navy
Nearly everyone
first knew the pangs of love
are In good demand and It is
from last season an wishes to them,
four years ago, when, following the
belief
the
that
will
soon
general
they
bltft
The ifmpleet way is
change it a
of a pancake, he came to the
be universal favorites.
They are aroma
to remove the sleeves; .stnd, for buswindow of the Olivet Institute
kitchen
In
shown
a
of
being
variety
materials
iness or general wear t'tj'jpuld be
444 Blackhawk street, and within
at
canton
such
as
georgettes,
crepe,
crepe
supplied wIUi a creator 'tnt gulmpe, de
satin and lace. saw Leona Merthls, the cook.
chine, crepe-bac- k
wear a
but for dressy occasions
Within a year they were engaged.
The
tunics
are
usually
long
open at
"If you won't cook for me, you'll
gulmpe of navy georgette wftb great
A pretty Every day at luncheon time he passed
the sides to the waistline.
cook for no one," shouted Peter. Then
flaring sleeves, or perhaps one rf a one In
smiled.
smelled
nnd
window
and
the
the
has
lower section
georgette
The first shot
he began to shoot.
brighter shade, such as Jade fififce,
plaited, while the waist part Is ex- - She smiled in return until a few crashed into the stove. The second hit
nrnntrn nr DTflv
to
turned
her
smile
Then
hand drawn. Another In days ago.
w 4 fluisitely
Very often If you purchase
the. stove pipe. Leona Jumped under
" uc """c 13
its run acorn.
.roorirPttfi hlonse in eav colors nnd1c
The third crashed through
"I've changed my mind," she said. the table.
In
steel
lefVjTth
beads.
a
sleeveless
either
swear It with
frock,
the window Just as Serget. John Kaske
I'll never marry a tailor."
or
taffeta, the
trlcotlne, twl'l, satin
Teter gnve up his goose. His suit, and Policeman Gabriel LongobardldiLace Blouses.
In their "flivver." Peter
nnusually effective for a made- refused to prosper.
Then, dashed up
however,
blotises
Lace
are
among the smartffnlr.
rected his next shot at Longobardl, but
for
to
her
of
accept
tired
again
wnltlng
est
of the dhsssy models shown for
of gray Anton is success- he called with a revolver. the policeman ducked and grabbed the
his
dyed a navy shade. A dfep V, winter, and especially attractive are "Willring,
marry me?" he asked when tailor's weapon.
you
ed at the front, was supplied by those made of dyed laces. A lace
said.
"Beg pardon, gents," Kuztzl
found
he
her
mixing a cake In the
k sely tucked vest of henna canton overblouse may be worn over a slip
"I didn't know you were cops." Then
cloth with good effect, and kitchen.
of
metal
also
a
was
there
sash
of
and
trrepe,
"If there's no he began to cry.
Never," she replied.
the henna material, plcoted at the the style serves as a practical sug- choice
"Let me be," he begged. "I'm only
cook all my
I'll be
but
over
for
In
a
yo,
last
gestion
also
the
making
Chenille
embroidery,
year's
Mges.
Irive slck nld tailor."
life."
dress.
of
the
bottom
used
the
at
fcenna, was

This man tried cigars; he tried out
least one other brand of
He was so glad to lay hold of
Edgeworth again that he sat down
and wrote us how good Edgeworth
smoked.
That means something.
,
r
we
nave never
v
told you that
hasn't an
equal for flavor,
o.

Edge-wor-

ill

National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every boa
and accept no imltauon

th

smoothness and
high quulity. But
we are more than
willing to let one
of our customers
tell you that.
Do you smoke

a
that

pipe-tobac-

no other
can take the
place of? If not,

the f oHUfortsrfetyruorihavlnf.

If your Ford shakes and rattle when you
work the brake, have your dealer install

A Bite Means Death in Two Minutes

'

at

Cuticura

Fix Your Ford Brake

off at Streator

CROWN MARGARIN COMPANY
Como Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.

Shampoo with one
Cotfenra Soap

v

Gentlemen:
I have been a user of Edgeworth for
over three years and during that time
nave nevtr yet met iu equal in
flavor, emoolhnesi and high quality.
Occasionally it happens that I am
unable to get Edgeworth in my travels,
so I change to cigars until I get in a,
town where it is to be had.
Last week I ran out of tobacco and
was unable to replenish my supply. So
I bought another brand of tobacco in
ita place.
I went into a cigar store upon my
arrival here and whan I got my handa
on a can of Edgeworth, it made ma
think of Brigga' cartoon, "Ain't it
Grand an' Glorious Feelin'T" It was
like meeting an old friend.
Put me down aa a permanent
member of the Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
Yours truly,
(Signed) J. A. Pierce
General Representative

Shave, Bathe and

Soap.

'in

n

xou naturally feel secure when you
that toe medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
Slid excellence is maintained in
every
Dottle of Swamp-RooIt
Beientifically
compounded from
vegetable herbs.
not
is
It
a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoomul doses.
It is not recommended for everything,
It is nature's great helper in relieving
ana overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp- Koot.
If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in Dottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Br.
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
know

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION

two-clas- p

eight-butto-

Are You a Smoker

new batch of 12 girls. Six of these
girls are seniors of the home econom
ICS department and six are Juniors.
They take It "turn about" keeping
up the house. One week a girl will
cook. The next week she will be waitress. A third week she will be house
keeper. A fourth week she uill be
chambermaid. And one week sue will
be "mother."
The first "baby manager," upon the
arrival of the little girl, was Miss Rlz- tnh Douglas of Lincoln.
The second
"mother" was Miss Vera Clelland of
Montana.
The third was Miss Lucille
Reed of Lincoln. Miss Helen Todd of
Lincoln will be "mother" the fourth
Just So.
week.
"All the world's a stage."
The little girl was obtained for the
"And there's only room for a few end
school by the Juvenile court, appealed men.
to by the management after the heads
of ail the state Institutions had refused
to permit one of the children In their
care to be used as a "practice baby."
Judge Morning legally committed the
baby to the care of the students and
everything is being done strictly ac
cording to law. When her "apprentice- khlp" is over, Bnby Kathryn Marie
will have had 30 different "mothers"
6 Bell-an- s
and 30 girl students will have a smat
Hot
of
means
It
knowledge of what
tering
Relief
Sure
to care for a baby.
Many offers of adoption are being
ELL-ANreceived from women who desire to
save the little girl from being prac
25$ end 75$ Packages, Everywhere
ticed upon by the s.

Still Has Faith in Chicago Salesmen

Although a
she Inherited a
The wholesaler or distribube used.
lew years ago nus ueen swept awuy
tor, however, looks upon this style as and she is admittedly bankrupt,
a strong element of risk.
Miss Emma Z. Older, fifty, Streator,
Suede fabric gloves are reported as 111., has not lost faith in the silver- selling freely in all colors, but par- tongued Chicago stock salesmen who
ticularly In black, brown, mode and took her money.
While it Is true that the bulk
beaver.
"I am sure all would come out right
of the business is done on
If I only had a few more thousand
mousquetalrea dollars to put In," she says. But Argloves, 12 and
are also selling well. Strap wrists thur Shay, attorney, has filed a petiand
styles In plain and tion In bankruptcy for the spinster and
novelty effects are in strong demand. Is preparing other suits to nullify some
On account of the attractive effects of the deals made by her.
shown by the various manufacturers
Martin H. Crlder in 1907 left a for
and Importers, this type of glove Is tune of almost $500,000.
When his
as
a
use
the
retailer for
sought by
wife died last year the estate was dileader and business getter.
vided equally between a son and the
CHINCHILLA MUFF AND SCARF
daughter, Emma. Mr. Crlder was a
FASHIONS IN BRIEF
good farmer. He never pretended to
know any of the Intricacies of modern
Black satin gowns are girdled with Investments and viewed them all with
rich gold brocade ribbons.
suspicion.
"Stocks may be all right, but If you
The crocheted tam may be a very
lovely thing If made of angora wool.
put your money in good old land
Choker collars and variations of the Rround Streator no one can run away
Mr.
storm collar are newer than the shawl with It," he told his daughter.
and voluminous types.
Crlder had religiously lived up to this
Irene Castle, returning to the stage philosophy all his life.
from the films, says that all women,
Some time prior to the death of
except the extremely slim ones, should Miss Crlder's mother, a man calling
wear corsets or their figures will be
ruined.
Black leads the color procession In
veils. Dark brown and beaver are also
populur, and veils in fuchsia color are
featured.
New neckwear,
materials Include
white kid, colored leather especially
red broadcloth and flannel, the latter
plain and also checked off In black.
A typical mode of the season In
evening slippers Is black velvet with
fine stripes In steel beads. But senr-le- t
satin slippers with silver or gold
heels are quite the Cinderella favorites.
Tailored blouses of heavy silk crepe
EW fORK. Three men risked
or of satin are more often than not detheir lives with two king cobras,
models, but a good
veloped as tuck-lthe deadliest creatures of the
models
Here is shown a pleasing combina- many smocks or
tion muff and scarf of chinchilla. The are shown, and these are particularly jungle, In the reptile house of the New
scarf Is fastened by long sash ends of well liked by women who do not wear York Zoological park. Raymond L.
with
curator,
Headkeeper
satin ribbon.
corsets.
Toomey and Keeper Taggart, struggled
for more than an hour to carry out an
operation on the eyes of the two big
style.

A Feeling of Security

we

would

be

elad to have
you join this new Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
It will cost you a postcard.
The tobacco will come to you postpaid.
It may be the
you
have always hoped to come across.
down
name
and
set
your
Merely
address on a postcard. If you will
add the name of the dealer to whom
you will go for more in case you like
Edgeworth, we will make sure he has
it in stock.
We will mail to you samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
and
Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into
flat cakes and then sliced into thin,
moist wafers. One slice rubbed for a
moment between the hands furnishes
an average pipeful.
is rubbed
d
Edgeworth
up for you. You pour it straight
from the little blue can into the bowl
of your pipe.
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly.
For the free samples which we invite you to judge, address Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
co

Ready-Rubbe-

d.

Ready-Rubbe-

To Retail

Tobacco

Merchants

If

your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice
d
for
same
the
or
price
you would pay the jobber.
two-doz-

Ready-Rubbe-
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Watson K. Coleman,

Patent Lawjrcr.Wublniilon
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u 0 adTlooand boo tree.
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Rertorw Color and

TL Beaut? to Gray and Faded Hail
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HINDERCORNS
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Inusea, etc., utopa all pain fnnurea comfort to tli
mail or at Drug
feet, makra walklDs av. ISu.
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NEW NOTES BRIGHTEN OLD GOWNS

Peter Was Only a

c

ei"uerea

Old Tailor

mm

No Interference.
"Didn't you see Jimmy?" demanded
Mrs. Jones.
"I did," said Mr. Jones. "He was
playing ball, and when I saw him he
was on second base."
"Well, why didn't you bring him

Surely the Proper Thing.
They were thsown Into each other's
society In a country house, without
common Interest or the least attraction for each other.
Finally, after casting about for a
fertile subject of conversation, only
home?"
to fall In every attempt, he said desIt perately : "Will you marry me?"
"My dear, I wasn't In the game.
was up to the batter to bring him
She considered long and deeply.
home." Chicago Herald.
"I think I'll say yes," she replied at
last. "It will give us so much more to
talk about while we're here."
Cuticura for Pimply Face.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cuticura Ointment.
Auriferous Matter.
"Maud's husband seems to be pretty
Wash oft in five minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot water. Once clear common clny." "Well, she gets the
keep your skin clear by using them for rocks out of him all right."
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to InTensions are the silver linings of
clude Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement.

war

clouds.

Foolish

Question.
Careless Ike Any of you fellows
see a pair of leggings around here?
Boston Mike Well, as there are
about two hundred men In this company and they all wear leggings, I
don't suppose It would surprise them
any If they did see a pair. The

Mr

Morn in

Ees
KeepVbur
Clean - Clear Healthy
Write

tor free tys Car

Set nwrlM CcaiisagatUlA.

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

The Reserve Advocate

If you are ailing

Entered as second class matter. May
New Mexico, under the Act of March
A.

And that is what you will always find at this Drug
.Store. Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.

Local Happenings
Mrs. J. A. Orr, of the Apache section,
was in Reserve last Saturday.

Our merchants have been busy the
,tst week suppling the wants of the
ranchers of this section with Christ
mas necessities.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

The closing of the schools one week
before the holidays caused the Christ
mas exercises that were scheduled for
Friday evening to be called off. Preparations had been made for a fine pro
gram and it will be a disappointment
to both old and young in calling off
the exercises.
The picture show is the attraction
Saturday and Sunday nights, many
coming a long distance to attend the
performance The manager is putting
on good attractions
and this place of
imuspment is filling a want badly
needed in this community.
On account of the illness of Mrs
Holland and little daughter, wife ana
child of Prof. J. A. Holland, the public
schools were closed Monday, and will
remain close until after the holidays,
giving the kiddies an extra week va
cation. Mrs. Holland is teaching at
Lowtr town while Prof. Holland is the
principal of the Reserve schools.

COURTEOUS

TREATMENT

AU, THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

WE APPRECIATE

YOUR PATRONAGE

ft

COME IN AND SEE US

the post office at Reserve,

Miss Helena K. Garcia and Juan M
Armijo, of Frisco, were married at Fris
co Monday evening, both of the young
peiple are well known to all in this sec
tion of the country, and have the best
wishes of all for a happy and prosper
ous wedded life. The young couple
will make their future home at Frisco
where the groom has a good position
on the Emil Kiehne ranch.
A. W. Anderson and wife were sur
last Friday evening with a
prised
of young folks droped in at
bunch
their home to spend the evening.
Regardless of the unexpected visit.
W. A.
and wife proved themselves
equal to the occassion and everyone
had a most pleasant time, the evening
was spent with games and other

Mercantile

Company

NEW REVENUE LEGISLATION.

in an up to date Pharmacy.

EAT AT THE

at

Publisher and Manager

W. M. Tenney Jr. of Alpine, was m
Friday where he received severa
hundred sheen, which he will winter
in his neighborhood.

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

19, 1921,
3, 1879,

II. Carter,

Mr. and Mrs, Walter Jones were
down from the ranch Saturday laying
in C hristmas supplies.

We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet
Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found

SERVICE

The Reserve

Published Weekly at Reserve, New Mexico

You want Pure Drugs

GOOD

NEW MEXICO

"Enactment of new revenue Ifgis
lation has brought to the offices ot
Collectors of Internal Revenue a flood
of inquiries regarding various provisions. The Revenue Act of 1921 became effective November 23, 1921, "unless otherwise provided for."
"To avoid error in the preparation
of their returns and later difficulties
with, the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
taxpayers are advised to carefully note
the changes and when they become
effective."
The excess profits tax is repealed as
1
of January 1, 1922. The rates for
are unchanged."
"The surtax rate's for the calendar
year 1921 are unchanged, and range
from 1 per cent on the amount of net
income between $5,000 and $6,000 to 65
per cent on the amount of net Income
For the cal
in excess of $1,000,000.
endar year 1922 the surtax rates range
from 1 per cent on the amount of net
Income between $6,000 and 10,000 to 50
per cent on the amount by which the
net income exceeds $200,000.
The exemption allowed for a de
pendent is increased from $200 to $400
Married persons living with husband
as wife and heads of families are all
owed a personal exemption of $2,500
(instead of $2,000) unless the net in
come is in excess of $5,000, in whicn
case the personal exemption is only
The act provides that in no
$2,000.
case shall the reduction of the person.
al exemption from $2,000 to $2,000 op
erate to increase the tax which would
be payable if the exemption were $2,- 00 by more than the amount of the
net income in excess of $5,000. This
is to overcome the disparity in the case
of two taxpayers, one of whom is
just within the lower $2,000 exemption
and the other just within the higher
$2,500 exemption.

married per
Single
sons not living with husband or wwife
are allowed an exemption of $l,00v.
aliens are allowed a
single personal exemption of $1,000.
Persons having gross Incomes for
of $5,000 or over are, required to
make a return, regardless of the
of net income.
Provision is made for the repeal
as of January 1, 1822 ot the tax on
stockholders of a personal scrice corporation as such. Attr.v that date
such corporation are to be taxed in ".ho
same manner as other corporal ions.
The income tax on corporation for
the calendar year 1922 and thereafter
is increased from 18 to !'j per
all
The $2,000 exemption l.e
owed corporations h ;o be gruntel
only to those corporation whose .ie'
.
ncome is $25,000 or
Many persons are under me im
pression that the taxes on ice cream,
soft drinks, etc., monthly returns" of
which are required hav been repealed
with the enactment of the new art.
These taxes remain in f or ;o null the
end of the calendar yetr f 2 .
No change is made in i!4 lav in
admissions, except thd'. after January
1922 there will be no tax where ad
mission is 10 per cent or lews. I'.ffec
tive Jan.l, 1922 the fol'aw'n:; tuxes are
also abolished: on musical Hiyim
ments, sporting goods, c'lewin.", i:uin,
portable electric fans, thermos bottles,
fur articles, pleasure boats and plea
sure canoes, (unless sold for more
than $100), toilet articles, medicines
and numerous articles of apparel.
"On and after January 1, 1922 the
tax on various works of art is reduced
from 10 per cent to 5 per cent, the tax
on candy from 6 per cent to 3 per cent
and the tax on carpets, rugs, trunks
valises, purses, fans, etc., from 10 per
cent of sales price in excess of spe
cified amounts to 5 per cent of sales
price in excess of specified amounts.
"The tax on parcel post packages is
eliminated effective Jan.l, 1922.
"The new act provides that no taxpayers shall be subjected to unnecessary examinations or investigations,
and only one inspection of his books
of accounts shall be made for each
taxable year unless the taxpayer re
quests otherwise, or the Commissioner
notifies the taxpayer in writing that
an additional inspection is necessary.
"The period for filing returns on the
calendar year basis is from January I
to March 15, 1922. This year, as last,
the tax may be paid in full at the time
of filing tha return or in four equal
installments, due on or before March
15, June 15, September 15 and December 16.
o

can supply everything needed .for
the home, the ranch or the farm;
T

And at prices that are as low as
any place in the great southwest

T.V

Hit-

SPEND YOUR

AFtfOlE

MONEY

And build up your own community

THE RESERVE GARAGE
WELUNG

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

persons, and

19-2- 1

BUICK SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

Phone No. 3

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL, PROP.

'nt.
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Tuesday afternoon, Miss Bobble and
Sidney Padgett surprised their friends
being quietly married at the resi- de nce of the officiating minister, Rev.
W. Shlmmons. Both are well known
at Reserve and vicinity, the bride
the
attractive and popular
being
teacher of the primary grade in the
Reserve public schools. The happy
couple left to Green's Gap immediately
after the ceremony,
where they will
pend the holidays with the bride's
parent's, Mrs. Padgett will finish
teaching the term of the school here.
'he Advocate joins with their many
friends In wishing the newlyweds the
best of life in the future happy years.
by

"Costs less per Month of Service'
DEPENDABLE

AUTOMOBILE

ELECTRICAL

REPAIRING

BATTERY SERVICE
STENDEL

ELECTRICAL WORKS

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
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iour Winter supplies

No Advocate will be Issued next
eek, as the force feel that they too
are intitled to a holiday.
The paper
will be issued again on Saturday Jan- ary 7th. and visit each of our subs
cribers regularly each week during
the year of 1922. We are still moving
on the plant from Socorro, but expect
to have
everything in shipshape to
to issue the paper from Reserve in a
very short time. In this connection
we desire to express our appreciation
of

Should be purchased now

We have everything you need

the

liberal

patronage

given the

Advocate since its first issue in April
last, and can assure our patrons that
we will give them a better paper in the
future than we have in the past
by issuing the paper at Magdalena and
sending the same to Reserve for mail
ing. Our building at Catron county's
capital is now completed and ready
for occupancy, and just as soon as the
balance of the material is moved from
Socorro, we will do all the mechanical
work at the home town.
o

WEDDINGS

It's only a short trip to our

Miss Juanita Lawerence and Roy C.
Bray, both of Green'e Gap were married at the residence of A. W. Anderson
on Monday evening last, Rev. J. W.
Shlmmons officiating. The groom has
been a resident of the Green's Gap

Store, but it is a money
Saving trip for you

Baldwin Bros.
MAGDALENA,

Inc

NEW MEXICO
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country for the past several months,
formerly residing at Gillett, Wyoming.
The groom is the son of the postmaster
at Green's Gap. The attendents were
Miss Mathers, teacher of our primary
schools at Reserve,
and Sidney Padgett. The happy couple have the best
wishes of a large number of friends for
a happy future.

UNIVERSAL CAft

THE
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Ford Prices Drop !

1

EXCAVATING

OLD

These Price F. O. B. Detroit
Touring, Standard
Touring,

$355.00
and Demountable

self-Start- er

450.00

Rlma

Runabout, Standard
Runabout,

and Demountable Rims

Self-Start- er

Sedan,
Coupe,

325.00

Self-Start-

and Demountable Rims

6B8.00
'

and Demountable Rims

695.00

Truck, Pneumatic Equipment

445.00

OCEAN TO OCEAN GARAGE, INC

MODERN AND
STEAM HliATUD

n U YNI(V.

HOT AND COLD

.(tsillffiS

W Vl'Un
DJtP

$

Hotel Aragdn
HERMAN A. FUNKE

PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

RUINS
THE BEST DINING

Herman Funke .and Chas. Wenner-holmade a trip out west of Datil
last week. They are doing some excavating in the old ruin In the Saw
Tooth mountain.
Mrs. Jack Grant spent the week-en- d

ROOM

0)

SERVICE

m

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE
-M-

flM

AGDALENA-

in Socorro.
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